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�
Eureka�ElementaryͲ�PBIS�Schedule�of�Events��

August�

Date� Event�
7� New�Teacher�Orientation�

EES�Building�Orientation�from�8:00AMͲ10:00AMͲ�PBIS�Training��
Work�in�Building�10:00AMͲ12:00AM�

11� New�Teacher�Orientation�
Work�in�Building�8:00AM�to�3:00PMͲ�PBIS�Training��

12� Teachers�Return�and�PreͲservice�Work�Days�
AMͲ�Building�MTGSͲ�PBIS�Training��

18� EES�Safety�Crisis�Team�MTG�@�4:15PM�
21� PBIS�Fall�Ball�Orientation�@�9:40AM�

Staff�vs.�4th�Grade�Softball�Game�@�2:40PM�
27� PBIS�MTG�@�8:00AM�
28� Building�Leadership�Team�@��8:00AM�

�

September��

Date� Events�
2� Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AM�PBIS�Active�Supervision��
16� Cat�Tail�Families�@�9:40AM�Topic�TBD�

TopicͲ��
17� Building�Leadership�Team�@�8:15AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�
22� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA��
24� PBIS�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�Action�Plan/DATA/RTI�
25� Wildcat�Chat�News�Letter�Goes�HomeͲ�PBIS�Section��

�

October��

Date� Events�
6� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA��
7� Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AMͲ�Active�Supervision��
14� PBIS�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�Action�Plan/Data/Student�

Cat�Tail�Families�@�9:40AM�Topic�TBD�
15� Building�Leadership�Team�Meeting�@�8:15AMͲ�PBIS�DATA��
16� Wildcat�Assembly�During�Respective�LunchesͲ�Cat�Paws�and�Character�Awards�
19� Jesus�VillahermosaͲ�Safety�CommitteeͲ�8:30AMͲ11:30Am�(Brian)��

I��
20� Staff��Meeting��@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA��

�
21� EES�Crisis�Safety�MTG�@�8:20AM�
22� PBIS�@�8:15AMͲ�Student/Data�

�

November��

Date� Events�
4� Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AMͲ�Cafeteria�Planning��
5� Cat�Tail�Families�@�9:40AM�Topic�TBD�

TopicͲ��
Building�Leadership�Team�Meeting�@b�4:00PMͲ�Data�

10� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�
19� PBIS�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�

��
24� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�

�

�



�
December��

Date� Events�
2� Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AMͲ�PBIS�Training��
3� PBIS�@�8:00AMͲ�Student/Data�

Board�of�Education�@�7:30PM�
8� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�
9� Cat�Tail�Families�@�9:40AM�Topic�TBD�

Topic:��
10� Building�Leadership�Team�MTG�@�8:15AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�
22� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS/Data�

Administrative�and�SSD�MTG�@�4:15PM�(All�SSD�Lead�Teachers�and�Area�Coordinator)��
CCL�

23� Wildcat�Assembly�During�Respective�LunchesͲ�Cat�Paws/Character�Awards��
Building�Leadership�Team�MTG�@�4:15Ͳ�PBIS�

�

January�

Date� Events�
5� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�
6� PBIS�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�Students/Data�

Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AMͲ�PBIS�Power��Struggles��
15� Cat�Tail�Families�@�9:40AM�Topic�TBD�

Topic:��
18� No�SchoolͲ�Martin�Luther�King�Jr.’s�Birthday��
19� Building�Leadership�Team�MTG�@�8:15AMͲ�PBIS�DATA��
21� PBIS�@�8:00�(If�needed)Ͳ�Students��

�

February��

Date� Events�
3� Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AMͲ�PBIS�
9� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�Data�
10� PBIS�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�Students�and�Data�
12� Cat�Tail�Families�@�9:40AM�Topic�TBD�

TopicͲ��
16� Building�Leadership�Team�MTG�@�8:15AMͲ�PBIS�Data�
19� Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AM�
23� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�
25� PBIS�MTG�@�8:15AM�(If�Needed)Ͳ�Students/Data�

�

March��

Date� Events�
2� Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�
3� Cat�Tail�Families�@�9:40AM�Topic�TBD�

Topic:���
14� Daylight�Savings�Time�Begins�(Set�clock�1�hour�forward)��
23� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA��
25� PBIS�MTG�@�8:00AM�(If�Needed)Ͳ�Students�

�

�

�

�

�



�
April��

Date� Events�

1� Cat�Tail�Families�@�9:40AM�Topic�TBD�
Topic:��
Building�Leadership�Team�@�4:10PMͲ�PBISͲDATA�
April�Fool’s�Day��

6� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲPBIS�DATA��
7� Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AMͲ�PBIS�Training�TBD�
15� PBIS�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�DATA/Students��
20� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PIS�DATA�
29� PBIS�@�8:00AM�(If�Needed)Ͳ�Students��

�

May��

Date� Events�
5� Classroom�Assistant�MTG�@�9:00AMͲ�PBIS�Training�TBD�

Cat�Tail�Families�@�9:40AM�Topic:�____________________��
6Ͳ10� Smokey�Mountains�Trip�
6� Building�Leadership�Team�@�8:15AMͲ�PBIS�DATA���
13� PBIS�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�
18� Staff�MTG�@�8:00AMͲ�PBIS�DATA�
27� Wildcat�Assembly�During�Respective�LunchesͲ�Character/Cat�Paws��

�
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Positive Behavior Support 
Organizational Chart and Responsibilities 

2009-2010 
 

 
Program 

Person 
Responsible 

 
Description  

 
 

Data 

 
Brian & Lead 

Teacher 
 

Ƒ Brian/Lead Teacher will input data on Infinite 
Campus/PBIS Data base for district/building reporting 
purposes 

Ƒ Lead Teacher  will run data reports for monthly 
meetings and will create the reports for parents and 
staff 

Ƒ All reports will be completed 2 days prior to PBIS 
meetings 

Ƒ Weekly report will be completed on Thursday so it can 
be sent out with the WCW. 

 
 
 

PBIS Response To 
Intervention Team  

 
 

Counselor/Lead 
Teacher 

Ƒ Counselor will be Point of Contact for all students who 
are referred for the PBIS/RTI Team. 

Ƒ  Counselor will have all Referral Forms for the process.  
Teachers will need to pick up the forms and turn them 
back into the counselor.  Once all forms are turned in a 
meeting date will be set. 

Ƒ Counselor will hand out Health Form to the nurse, 
contact the parent and send home a parent information 
sheet, and create a packet for each team member. 

Ƒ Counselor will set the date for the meeting 
Ƒ Teacher Lead may assist if needed. 
Ƒ Once a packet is given, the Counselor will document on 

the PBIS/RTI clip board in the principal’s office.   
Ƒ The counselor will send out meeting date via e-mail to 

the following; Admin, PBIS Team members, Student’s 
teacher, a Lead Secretary for scheduling purposes,. 

 
 

Cat Tails 

 
Wendy, Raina 

Donna, and Sharon  
 
 

Ƒ Team will create and monitor multiage families on a 
monthly basis. 

Ƒ Ensure each family has 2 adults and that every adult in 
the building is on a team.    

Ƒ Will be responsible for training non-certified staff how to 
facilitate a meeting and behavior expectations.   

Ƒ Monthly scheduling of activities and buddy lunches 
Ƒ Buddy groups are as follows:  5-K, 4-2, 3-1 
Ƒ Prepare video clips along with lessons and Homeside 

activity for students to complete at home. 
Ƒ Help create Fall Ball and Winter up activites and 

schedules  
 

Class Meetings 
 

Teacher  
Ƒ Training will be provided for new staff  
Ƒ Meet at least once a month to discuss class room 

environment and goal setting    
 

School Wide 
 

Brian 
Classroom Teacher  

Ƒ 1 awards program during grade level lunch per quarter 
to celebrate character and behavior 

Ƒ Teachers will complete Character Awards and 
Academic Achievement Awards 3 days prior to lunch 
awards program.  Check Calendar for dates.   

 
Service Learning 

 
Brian 

 

Ƒ 1 project per year for each grade level 
Ƒ Turn in dates and project to Administration by October 

1, 2009.   



 
Rewards 

 
Lead Teacher  

Raina and Lauren 
 

Ƒ Cat Paws are drawn daily and announced by secretarial 
staff for pencil 

Ƒ Class Cat Paws are recognized at the 25, 50, 75 and 
100 levels- Please look at classroom chart for 
incremental awards 

Ƒ Raina and Lauren will organize the awards 
Ƒ Golden Cat- Teacher Lead and Admin will recognize on 

a case by case basis 
Ƒ 3-5 Honor Roll on a quarter/semester basis (Students 

will need to have a 3.0 and higher) 
Ƒ Grades KDG to 2nd will be teacher discretion for 

Principal’s List based on above average academics and 
behavior.  Classroom teacher will have final say on list.  

Caring Kids 
Community 

 
Donna 

 

Ƒ A students organization that will support character 
education  
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Eureka Elementary School 
“Cattitudes”  
2009-2010 

 
Mission Statement and Purpose:  

 
Eureka Elementary is a school that promotes and maintains a safe and orderly learning environment for 
students and staff.  Eureka Elementary is a place where we learn, grow, and become responsible citizens! 
 
Cattitude Approach: 

x I Am Kind 
x I Am Safe  
x I Am Cooperative 
x I Am Respectful 
x I Am Responsible 

 
The “Cattitude” Approach is designed to help create a climate of cooperation, academic excellence,  
respect and safety at Eureka.  The “Cattitude” Approach is based on seven guiding principles.  We  
believe these principles will help create an optimal learning environment for the students at Eureka  
Elementary School.  The guiding principles are as follow: 
 
 I.       Clear expectations for student behavior. 
 

II. Clear and consistent strategies for teaching appropriate behavior. 
 
III. Clear and consistent strategies for encouraging appropriate behavior. 

 
IV. Clear and consistent consequences that discourage inappropriate behavior. 

                 
V. A support system and individual behavioral programs for students with unique or exceptional 

needs. 
 

VI. Clearly designed methods for evaluating and revising The Cattitude Approach.  
 

VII. Clear plans and strategies for communicating the characteristics and philosophy of the  
 behavior plan to students and parents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Eureka Elementary School-Wide PBS Implementation Plan 
 

       1.  Introduce 5 goals: 
 

I Am Kind 
I Am Safe 
I Am Cooperative 
I Am Respectful 
I Am Responsible 
 

        2.   Provide specific behavior examples for each expectation. 
 
 I Am Respectful: Use appropriate voice level and words, Use polite words, Be a good listener,  
    Care for and encourage others, Respect all property, Show appropriate body  
    language 
 

 I Am Responsible: Demonstrate self control, Follow the rules, routines, and procedures, Make good  
    choices, Accept the outcomes of my behavior, Take care of myself and do my job 
 

 I Am Safe:  Use equipment properly, Follow the rules and procedures throughout the   
    building, Be aware of people’s personal space, USE LINE BASICS, Report any  
    problems to a teacher or an adult 
 

 I Am Kind:  Use good manners, Use kind words and actions, Be a friend, Include and help  
    others, Keep my hands and feet to myself 
 

 I Am Cooperative: Follow directions promptly, Give turns, Share with others, Solve problems  
    positively, Do my part 

  
 
3. Teach expectations through the “tell-show-practice” sequence. 
 
4. Prompt students to use specific behaviors prior to “problem spots”.  Examples: 

“Someone tell me how we show respect when we walk down the hall.” 
“Remember to be kind by allowing all to join games during recess.” 

 
5. Provide: “Cat Paws” to students who display critical skills.  Be sure to let  

students know what rule he/she followed and the specific behavior he/she displayed. Example:  
“Lawrence you did a great job of being responsible when you turned in your homework without being 
asked!” 

 
6. Students will place their “Cat Paw” tickets in a box.  Tickets will be drawn every 

morning before announcements.  Winners will receive a “Cat Paw” Pencil.  A Golden Cat Paw will 
 be awarded for students who are caught doing something above and beyond.  The student will 
 receive a pencil and phone home to tell you the good news about their behavior.    
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Eureka Elementary  
Classroom (Teacher) Managed Behavior Guide  

 
School Wide Rules 

1. Follow directions 
2. Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself 
3. Use only kind words 
4. Listen 
5. Follow the “Cattitudes” 

 
1st Warning- Student makes a poor choice.  The teacher will remind student of appropriate behavior in this situation and 
of potential +/- consequences  
 
2nd Warning- Student makes a poor choice for the second time.  The teacher will remind student of appropriate behavior 
in this situation and of potential +/- consequences  
 
3rd Warning- Student makes a poor choice for the 3rd time that day.  The student will receive a “Cattitude Concern” sheet.  
A copy will go in the teacher’s file, home to the parent, and one to the student’s discipline file in the office.  The student 
may also complete a Student Assessment Form (Stop and Think Sheet).  The teacher will call home to inform the 
parent! 
 
4th Warning- Student makes a poor choice for the 4th time that day.  The student will be referred to the office with an 
Office Referral.  The Office will call home to inform the parent of the referral.   
 
Extreme Clause- The student may skip the above steps if the student exhibits behavior that is extremely 
disrespectful, dangerous, or physical (See the list below) 
 
Once the student receives 4 “Cattitude Concern” forms the student will be referred to the office as a repeat 
offender.  The office will be able to keep track through the data base.  You will also be able to keep track, as a 
backup, because you will receive a copy of every “Cattitude Concern” sheet that the student is given.   
 

Office Managed Behaviors  
 

x Aggressive physical contact 
x Fighting 
x Property destruction 
x Weapons 
x Leaving School property 
x Pattern of aggressive/profane language 
x Credible threats 
x Harassment of students/teachers 
x Major/chronic destruction 
x Major/chronic refusal to follow school rules 
x Major dishonesty 
x Chronic minor infractions 
x Theft 
x Racial/Ethnic discrimination 
x Cheating 
x Accumulation of 3 “Cattitude Concern” sheets  

Teacher/Classroom Managed Behavior  
 

x Inappropriate language  
x Lateness                                   
x Not having materials                  
x Calling out                            
x Teasing                                 
x Refusal to work                    
x Non-compliance                   
x Running                                   
x Minor dishonesty                  
x Inappropriate clothing          
x Minor disruption                  
x Minor aggression                    
x Unsafe or rough                    

play                                         
x Disrespectful                       

o Tone                            
o Attitude                   
o Body                       

language 
x Disrespect towards 

property 
x Pattern of not completing homework 
 

The steps above are based on the discipline plans that you turned into me at the beginning of the year.  They also follow Lee 
Canter’s Assertive Discipline philosophy.    

 



 
Major Behavior Definitions 

Eureka Elementary 
 
 

Major 
Behavior 

 
Definition 

 
 
 
 
Class Disruption  

 
Any action or use of words that stops other students from continuing with their work and/or 
learning.  Examples: 

� Attempting to cause injury to another person 
� Use of words or actions meant to harass another individual 
� Disrespectful verbal, written or symbolic language 
� Threatening or intimidating another person 
� Tampering with emergency equipment 
� Physical action 

 
 
 
 
 
Disrespectful to 
Others 

 
Conduct or actions including verbal, written or symbolic language, or gesture, which is inappropriate 
to public settings or substantially disrupts classroom work, school activities, or school functions.  
Example: 

� Talking back to an adult 
� Inappropriate body language 
� Turning and walking away 
� Rolling your eyes 
� Using inappropriate language to an adult 

 
 
 
 
Scuffling/Shoving  

 
When an individual (s) approach (es) another individual (s) in a threatening manor by either using an 
inappropriate language, a threatening advance, and/or inappropriate body language.  Also when an 
individual(s) push or pushes another individual (s) in a threatening manor using physical force and/or 
any above mentioned threatening advances.   
 

 
 
Fighting 

 
Mutual combat (throwing punches, wrestling, or kicking) in which both parties (students) have 
contributed to the conflict by physical action.  If one student advances on another student and attacks 
the student this may be considered assault. 
 

 
 
 
Disturbing Others 

 
When a student interferes with, upsets, or destroys the tranquility of the classroom.  To inconvenience 
other students and to cause a disruption in their learning.  Examples: 

� Excessive talking 
� Walking around the room making noise 
� Grabbing other people’s items 

 
 
 
Stealing 

 
The act or attempt of taking someone else’s property without the owner’s knowledge or permission.  
Also, to have in your possession something that you knows that does not belong to you. 
 
 

 
 
Profanity 

 
Actions or verbal language, written or symbolic language that is inappropriate in a public setting.  
Language or actions that are offensive or disrespectful. 

  



 
Threat A child who expresses in words or displays in actions any intent towards another child or adult that 

the receptor senses a feeling of danger or fear towards himself/herself or their property. 
 

 
 
Refusal to Work 

 
Refusal to work is defined as when the student refuses to participate in class by not completing or 
attempting their work.  The student has been given several opportunities to complete their work but 
refuse to do so and by doing this they cause a disruption in other students learning. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Insubordination  

 
Willful or continued willful disobedience of any reasonable request or regulation, also voicing of 
disrespect to those in authority. 

 
                                      Non-Verbal Insubordination: 

� Inappropriate and/or threatening gestures directed at a staff 
member 

� Refusal to move to a place as directed by a staff member 
� Refusal to cease an activity when directed to do so by a staff 

member 
� Refusal to answer when called upon by a staff member 
� Damaging the property of others 

 
Verbal Insubordination: 
� Inappropriate language directed at a staff member 
� Verbal refusal to follow directions 
� Verbal threats directed at a staff member 

 
 
 
Cheating 

 
Cheating is defined as students taking credit for work other than their own.  This can include, but not 
limited to, the use of technological resources, purchased papers, books, periodicals, interviews, tests, 
homework, group work, and research. 
 

 
Food Related 

 
Food related is defined as playing, throwing, or causing a disruption with your food in the cafeteria or 
the general education setting. 
 

 
 
Weapon 

 
This is defined as any device or instrument that will cause harm to another person.  Some examples 
are knifes, guns, explosives, or blackjacks.  Please consult the Polices and Procedures book for a more 
detailed review of weapons in school.  This also includes toys or replicas of weapons. 
 

 
Inappropriate Peer 
Interaction 

 
Inappropriate Peer Interaction is defined as when a student uses inappropriate language, suggestive 
comments, touching inappropriate manner/place, generally it makes others feel uncomfortable.   
 

 
Out of Area 

 
This is defined as when a student is in a place of the building or recess when they do not have 
permission from an authorized adult from the school. 
 

 
 



Eureka Elementary- Office Referral and Feedback Form   
 
 
Student Name: ______________________________________________________________Date: ___________________________  
 
Teacher’s Name: _______________________________________ Referred By: _________________________________________ 
 
Grade: ________________ Location: _______________________________________Time: _______________________________ 
 
Your child was involved in a disciplinary incident as noted below.  Please sign and return the top copy of this form and return 
it to your child’s teacher within 48 hours and keep one copy for yourself.   Thank you for your prompt attention in this matter.   

 
Reasons for the Referral  

Ƒ Assault 
Ƒ Bus Misconduct 
Ƒ Disrespectful Conduct or Speech 

                    __ Inappropriate Language (Body  or Spoken)  to an Adult 
                    __ Inappropriate Gesture to an Adult 
                    __ Not Telling the Truth 

Ƒ Bullying 
                     __ Pushing/Kicking/shoving 
                     __ Threats 
                     __ Excluding Others 
                     __ Name calling 
                     __ Intimidation 
                     __ Retaliation 
                     __ Teasing 

Ƒ Disparaging/Demeaning Language 
                     __ Profanity 
                     __ Making fun of race, religion, gender, or ethnic origin   

Ƒ Beepers/Pagers/Communication Device/Laser 
Pointer/camera 

Ƒ Damaging or Defacing Property 
                    __ Graffiti 
                    __ Breaking 
                    __ Cutting/Tearing 

Ƒ Disruptive Speech/Conduct 
                     __ Not Respecting Personal Space 
                     __ Not Using Appropriate Voice Level 
                     __ Missing Homework 
                     __ Inappropriate Language or gesture to a student 
                     __ Throwing Objects 
                     __ Not Following Directions 
                     __ Out of Area 
                     __ Off Task 
                     __ Other _______________________________________ 

Ƒ Dress Code/Personal Appearance 
                     __ Clothing that Promotes Disruptive behavior  
                     __ Shirts that Promote Alcohol, Tobacco, Violence 
                     __ Other  

Ƒ Failure to Serve Detention 
Ƒ Fighting 

                    __ Mutual Combat 
Ƒ Gangs/Hate Groups 

                    __ Gang Signs 
                    __ Graffiti 
                    __ Language 

Ƒ Multiple Acts of Misconduct 
Ƒ Insubordination 
Ƒ Refusing to Report to the Office 
Ƒ Stealing 

                      __ Personal Property 
                      __  RSD Property 

Ƒ Technology 
                      __ Inappropriate Web sites 
                      __ Inappropriate E-mails 

Ƒ Truancy/Tardy  
                      __ High Level of Absences  
                      __  Tardy 

Ƒ Weapons/Replica  
                      __ Weapon 
                      __ Replica/Toy 

Ƒ Other ______________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 

 
 
  

 
Explanation of Incident: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Behavior Interventions Prior to Referral Administrator Action 
Ƒ Time Out Ƒ Student Conference Ƒ Student Conference Ƒ Loss of Recess 
Ƒ Re-teaching Ƒ Loss of Recess Ƒ In School 

Suspension 
Ƒ Out of School 

Suspension 
Ƒ Loss of Privilege  Ƒ Loss of Event Ƒ Loss of Event Ƒ Bus School 
Ƒ Consulted 

Counselor 
Ƒ Phone Call Home 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Phone Call Home 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Letter/Note Home 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Letter/Note Home 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Parent conference 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Parent Conference 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Referral to 

Counselor  
Ƒ Stop and Think 

Sheet 
Ƒ Change of 

Environment  
Ƒ Cattitude Club Ƒ Other 

 
________________________________________________   _______________________________________________ 
                          Administrator Signature                                                               Parent Signature 

 
1 Copy to Student File, 1 Copy to the Parent, and 1 Copy to the Teacher 



Eureka Elementary- Cattitude Concern   
 
 
Student Name: ______________________________________________________________Date: ___________________________  
 
Teacher’s Name: _______________________________________ Referred By: _________________________________________ 
 
Grade: ________________ Location: _______________________________________Time: _______________________________ 
 
Your child was involved in a disciplinary incident as noted below.  Please sign and return the top copy of this form and return 
it to your child’s teacher within 48 hours and keep one copy for yourself.   Thank you for your prompt attention in this matter.   

 
Reasons for the Referral  

Ƒ Assault 
Ƒ Bus Misconduct 
Ƒ Disrespectful Conduct or Speech 

                    __ Inappropriate Language (Body  or Spoken)  to an Adult 
                    __ Inappropriate Gesture to an Adult 
                    __ Not Telling the Truth 

Ƒ Bullying 
                     __ Pushing/Kicking/shoving 
                     __ Threats 
                     __ Excluding Others 
                     __ Name calling 
                     __ Intimidation 
                     __ Retaliation 
                     __ Teasing 

Ƒ Disparaging/Demeaning Language 
                     __ Profanity 
                     __ Making fun of race, religion, gender, or ethnic origin   

Ƒ Beepers/Pagers/Communication Device/Laser 
Pointer/camera 

Ƒ Damaging or Defacing Property 
                    __ Graffiti 
                    __ Breaking 
                    __ Cutting/Tearing 

Ƒ Disruptive Speech/Conduct 
                     __ Not Respecting Personal Space 
                     __ Not Using Appropriate Voice Level 
                     __ Missing Homework 
                     __ Inappropriate Language or gesture to a student 
                     __ Throwing Objects 
                     __ Not Following Directions 
                     __ Out of Area 
                     __ Off Task 
                     __ Other _______________________________________ 

Ƒ Dress Code/Personal Appearance 
                     __ Clothing that Promotes Disruptive behavior  
                     __ Shirts that Promote Alcohol, Tobacco, Violence 
                     __ Other  

Ƒ Failure to Serve Detention 
Ƒ Fighting 

                    __ Mutual Combat 
Ƒ Gangs/Hate Groups 

                    __ Gang Signs 
                    __ Graffiti 
                    __ Language 

Ƒ Multiple Acts of Misconduct 
Ƒ Insubordination 
Ƒ Refusing to Report to the Office 
Ƒ Stealing 

                      __ Personal Property 
                      __  RSD Property 

Ƒ Technology 
                      __ Inappropriate Web sites 
                      __ Inappropriate E-mails 

Ƒ Truancy/Tardy  
                      __ High Level of Absences  
                      __  Tardy 

Ƒ Weapons/Replica  
                      __ Weapon 
                      __ Replica/Toy 

Ƒ Other ______________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 

 
 
  

 
Explanation of Incident: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Behavior Interventions Prior to Referral Administrator Action 
Ƒ Time Out Ƒ Student Conference Ƒ Student Conference Ƒ Loss of Recess 
Ƒ Re-teaching Ƒ Loss of Recess Ƒ In School 

Suspension 
Ƒ Out of School 

Suspension 
Ƒ Loss of Privilege  Ƒ Loss of Event Ƒ Loss of Event Ƒ Bus School 
Ƒ Consulted 

Counselor 
Ƒ Phone Call Home 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Phone Call Home 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Letter/Note Home 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Letter/Note Home 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Parent conference 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Parent Conference 

Date: ____________________ 
Ƒ Referral to 

Counselor  
Ƒ Stop and Think 

Sheet 
Ƒ Change of 

Environment  
Ƒ Cattitude Club Ƒ Other 

 
________________________________________________   _______________________________________________ 
                          Administrator Signature                                                               Parent Signature 

 
1 Copy to Student File, 1 Copy to the Parent, and 1 Copy to the Teacher 



  Eureka Elementary 
“Cattitude” 

Stop and Think  Student Self Assessment Form     
 

1. Which school rule(s) did you choose not to follow? (Circle the Rule) 
Follow directions     Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself    Use only kind words   

   Listen        Follow the Cattitudes  
 
2. Why did you break the rule? 

                                           _______________ 
 
I did not want to     I wanted someone’s     Other reason 
do my work!    attention. 
 
3. How were you feeling? (Circle one picture) 
 

                      
 
    Angry                                  Happy                                     Sad                                    Confused 
 
4.  Draw a picture to show what happened and what you did. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.  Tell what you could do the next time this happens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This form was given by _____________________________________  teacher    Date_______________________  Time: _________________    
 
Parent Signature: __________________________________________________________ 
                                 Please sign and return this form to school on the next school day 
 
1 Copy to the Parent and 1 Copy to the Teacher            KDG and 1st Grade 



  Eureka Elementary 
“Cattitude” 

Stop and think Student Self- Assessment Form     
 

1. Which school rule(s) did you choose not to follow? (Circle the Rule) 
 

Follow directions     Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself    Use only kind words   

   Listen        Follow the Cattitudes  

 
2. Why did you break the rule? 

                                           _______________ 
 
I did not want to     I wanted someone’s     Other reason 
do my work!    attention. 
 
3. How were you feeling? (Circle one picture) 
 

                      
 
    Angry                                  Happy                                     Sad                                    Confused 
 
4.  Tell what happened or what you did.    
 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -   
_____________________________________________________________________________________   
 
 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -   
_____________________________________________________________________________________      
 
5.  Tell what you could do the next time this happens. 
 
 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -   
_____________________________________________________________________________________     
 
 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -   
_____________________________________________________________________________________   
 
This form was given by _____________________________________  teacher    Date_______________________  Time: _________________    
 
Parent Signature: __________________________________________________________ 
                                 Please sign and return this form to school on the next school day 
 
1 copy to the Parent and 1 copy to the Teacher        2nd and 3rd Grade 



 



PBIS Self-Assessment Form   1 Copy to Teacher and 1 copy to Parent   Grades 4-5 

EUREKA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
“Cattitude” 

Stop and Think Self Assessment Form   
Date ____________________________________                    Time _______________ 
 
1.  Which school rule(s) did you break? (circle one) 
Follow directions     Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself    Use only kind words   

   Listen        Follow the Cattitudes  

2. What did you want? (Please check all that apply) 
R I wanted attention from an adult  
R I wanted attention from another child 
R I wanted to make an adult become angry 
R I wanted to let someone know that I am mad with them 
R I wanted to avoid doing my school work 
R I wanted to be in control of the situation 
R I wanted to cause others problems because I don’t think they like me 
R I wanted something that someone else has 
R I wanted __________________________________________________ 

 
3. This is what happened:  
__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  This is what I could have done to make a better choice: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. This is how I will solve the problem: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

TEACHER COMMENTS: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Student Signature_________________________________________________________ 

Teacher Signature ________________________________________________________ 

Parent Signature ______________________________________ Date  ______________ 



Section 5 
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Eureka Elementary- Cattitudes 
I Am .. Classroom Cafeteria Playground Indoor Recess Hallways 

Respectful Use appropriate voice level and words 
 
Use polite words 
 
Be a good listener 
 
Care for and encourage others 
 
Respect all property  
 
Show appropriate body language 

Use a quiet voice 
 
Talk only to the people at my table in a 
quiet voice 
 
Follow directions the first time they are 
given 
 
Use good manners 

Listen and follow directions the first 
time they are given 
 
Respect each others personnel and 
game space 
 
Take care of and use equipment 
properly 

Listen and follow directions the first 
time they are given 
 
Respect each others personnel and 
game space 
 
Use indoor voices 
 
Take care of the games in your 
classroom 

Keep your voice quiet 
 
Keep your hands, feet, and objects to 
yourself at all times 
 
Keep hallways neat and clean 

Responsible Demonstrate self control 
 
Follow the rules, routines, and 
procedures 
 
Make good choices 
 
Accept the outcomes of my behavior 
 
Take care of myself and do my job 

Get your utensils and all needed items 
before you sit down 
 
Eat promptly 
 
Use good manners 
 
Clean up after yourself 
 
  

When the whistle blows once, stop, 
look, and listen for directions 
 
When the whistle blows 3 times, stop 
playing and walk to the appropriate 
place and line up quietly 
 
Return all equipment to the appropriate 
place 
 
Wait patiently in line  
 
Be a good role model 

Select an activity/game and find an 
appropriate place to play 
 
Refrain from using the computers 
 
Put away all material at the end of 
recess 
 
Return to your assigned seat once 
everything is cleaned up 
 
Line up when signal is given   

Listen and follow directions the first 
time they are given 
 
Raise my hand for help 
 
 

Safe Use equipment properly 
 
Follow the rules and procedures 
throughout the building 
 
Be aware of people’s personal space 
 
USE LINE BASICS 
 
Report any problems to a teacher or an 
adult 

Walk at all times 
 
Eat my own food 
 
Use Line Basics 
 
Push in chairs 
 
If you have peanuts stay away from the 
peanut free table 
 
Report any problems to a teacher or an 
adult 

Keep hands, feet, objects, and words to 
yourself at all times 
 
Stay visible and in the designated 
areas at all times 
 
Re-enter the building only when given 
permission by the TA on duty 
 
Use playground equipment properly 
and in a safe manner 
 
Report any problems to a teacher or an 
adult 

Walk as you move around the 
classrooms 
 
Stay in your class during indoor recess 
 
Wash hands when instructed to do so 
 
Use Line Basics 
 
Report any problems to a teacher or an 
adult 

Walk up and down the stairs 
 
Arms should be by your sides 
 
Use Line Basics: 

1. When given the signal to 
form a line, walk silently to 
where the line is being 
formed. 

2. 2.  Keep arms, feet, object 
and words to yourself at all 
times 

3. Stand directly behind the 
person in front of you 

4. Walk silently so that other 
classes are not disturbed 
during instructional time 

5. Keep up with the person in 
front of you when you are 
walking 

Kind Use good manners 
 
Use kind words and actions 
 
Be a friend 
 
Include and help others 
 
Keep my hands and feet to myself 

Use polite words and actions at all 
times 
 
Raise my hand for help 
 
Invite someone to sit next to you 
 
Please sit in open seats 

Use kind words 
 
Practice good sportsmanship 
 
Include everyone 
 
Accept each others differences and 
ability levels   

Include others 
 
Be a good sport 
 
Use kind words  

Enter the hallway in an orderly manner 
 
Use polite words and actions at all 
times 
 
Keep voices quiet 
 
Be aware of others in the hallway 

Cooperative Follow directions promptly 
 
Give turns 
 
Share with others 
 
Solve problems positively 
 
Do my part 

Know your PIN number 
 
Use Red Light voices when appropriate 
 
 

Follow the school rules of the game 
 
Work together to solve your differences  

Help others to clean up when recess is 
ending 
 
Be a problem solver 

Follow all the hallway rules and 
expectations 
 
Follow all adult directions   
 
Accept consequences with out arguing 
or complaining    

 



Eureka Elementary- Cattitudes Part 2 
I Am .. Dismissal Bathroom Nurse Library Assembly 

Respectful Use a quiet voice 
 
Leave the classroom quietly 
 
Pay attention and respect other 
students’ space 

Use a quiet voice 
 
Leave and enter the bathroom and 
classroom quietly 
 
Respect others right to privacy 
 
Keep walls clean of words and 
drawings 

Use your quiet voice 
 
Enter the nurse’s office quietly 
 

Use your quiet voice 
 
Make sure the library sign is green 
 
Treat books with care 

Pay attention and respect other 
people’s personnel space 
 
Listen to the speaker and what they are 
saying 
 
Follow the speaker with your eyes at all 
times 
 
Sit up straight 

Responsible Listen and follow directions the first 
time they are given 
 
Make good choices 
 
When the announcements begin stay in 
your seat and listen for your name or 
bus 
 
When your name/bus is called walk 
directly and quietly to your designated 
area 
 

Use good manners in the bathroom 
 
Remember to flush and wash your 
hands 
 
Please clean up after yourself 
 
Promptly return to your classroom 
ready to work 
 
Do not visit other teachers or students 
on the way to and from the bathroom 

Bring a nurse’s pass 
 
Go straight to the nurse’s office 
 
Wait patiently for your turn  
 
Make sure you take home the note 
from the nurse 
 
Listen and follow directions the first 
time they are given 
 

Listen and follow directions the first 
time they are given 
 
Remember your library card and books 
 
Make wise book selections in 
appropriate time and manner 
 
Sign in and out  

Follow directions the first time they are 
given 
 
Make good choices, especially when 
choosing who to sit next to during the 
assembly 
 
Sit “Criss, Cross, Applesauce" 

Safe Use Line Basics 
 
Keep hands, feet, objects, and words to 
yourself at all times 
 
Report any safety concerns to a 
teacher or an adult 
 
Walk down the stairs 
 
All parent pick up students will need to 
stay in designated area 
 
Enter cars on passenger sides 
 
You can only get in a car with the duty 
persons permission 

Walk peacefully to and from the 
bathroom 
 
Wash your hands with soap and 
remember to dry your hands 
 
Keep hands, feet, objects, and words to 
yourself at all times 
 
Report any problem to your teacher or 
an adult 

Walk to and from the nurse’s office 
without any detours 
 
Keep hands, feet, object, and words to 
yourself at all times 
 
Report any concerns to a teacher or an 
adult 
 
If the nurse is not in the office please 
report to the office 

Walk to and from the library without any 
detours 
 
Keep hands, feet, object, and words to 
yourself at all times 
 
Report any concerns to a teacher or an 
adult 
 

Walk peacefully to your spot 
 
Use Line Basics 
 
Keep hands, feet, object, and words to 
yourself at all times 
 
Report any problems to your  teacher 

Kind Use polite words at all times 
 
Look out for each other 

Use polite words at all times Use polite words 
 
Use good manners 

Use polite words 
 
Use good manners 

Use polite words 
 
Use good manners 

Cooperative Wait patiently for your ride 
 
Board buses quietly  

Give turns 
 
 

Help others be successful 
 

Help others be successful 
 

Help others be successful 
 

 
 



 

“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 
 
I Am Kind 

x Use good manners 
x Use kind words and actions 
x Be a friend 
x Include and help others 
x Keep my hands, feet, and words  to 

myself 
 
I Am Safe 

x Use equipment appropriately  
x Follow the rules and procedures 

throughout the building 
x Be aware of people’s personal space 
x Use Line Basics 
x Report any problems to a teacher or an 

adult  

 
I Am Cooperative 

x Follow directions promptly 
x Give turns 
x Share with others 
x Solve problems positively 
x Do my part 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I Am Respectful 
x Use appropriate voice level and words 
x Use polite words 
x Be a good listener 
x Care for and encourage each others 
x Respect all property 
x Show appropriate body language 

 
I Am Responsible 

x Demonstrate self-control 
x Follow the rules, routines, and 

procedures 
x Make good choices 
x Accept the outcomes of my behavior 
x Take care of myself and do my job 

 
Mission Statement 

The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 
world class education that promotes student 

achievement and well being through the 
collaboration of students, staff, and parents.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 
 
 
I Am Kind 

x Use polite words and actions at all times 
x Raise my hand for help 
x Invite someone to sit next to you 
x Please sit in open seats 

 
I Am Safe 

x Walk at all times 
x Eat my own food 
x Use Line Basics 
x Push in Chairs 
x If you have peanuts stay away from the 

peanut free table 
x Report any problem to a teacher or an 

adult  
 
I Am Cooperative 

x Know your PIN number 
x Use Red Light Voices  when appropriate

 
 
 
 
 
 
I Am Respectful 

x Use a quiet voice 
x Talk only to the people at my table and 

use a quiet voice 
x Follow directions the first time they are 

given 
x Use good manners 

 
I Am Responsible 

x Get utensils and all needed items before 
you sit down 

x Eat promptly 
x Use good manners 
x Clean up after myself 

 
 

Mission Statement 
The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 
world class education that promotes student 
achievement and well being through the 
collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 
 
 
I Am Kind 

x Use kind words 
x Practice good sportsmanship 
x Include everyone 
x Accept each others differences and 

ability levels   
 
I Am Safe 

x Keep hands, feet, objects, and words to 
yourself at all times 

x Stay visible and in the designated areas 
at all times 

x Re-enter the building only when given 
permission by the TA on duty 

x Use playground equipment properly and in 
a safe manner 

x Report any problems to a teacher or an 
adult 

 
I Am Cooperative 

x Follow the school rules of the game 
x Work together to solve your differences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
I Am Respectful 

x Listen and follow directions the first 
time they are given 

x Respect each others personnel and game 
space 

x Take care of and use equipment properly 
 
I Am Responsible 

x When the whistle blows once, stop, look, 
and listen for directions 

x When the whistle blows 3 times, stop 
playing and walk to the appropriate place 
and line up quietly 

x Return all equipment to the appropriate 
place 

x Wait patiently in line  
x Be a good role model 
 

Mission Statement 
The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 

world class education that promotes student 
achievement and well being through the 

collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
I Am Kind 

x Use polite words 
x Keep my hands, feet, objects, and words 

to myself at all times 
x Be a friend 

 
I Am Safe 

x Seat to seat, back to back 
x All body parts stay inside the bus 
x Report any problems to the bus driver, 

teacher, or an  adult 
x Use a quiet voice level 
 

I Am Cooperative 
x Follow bus rules 
x Follow directions the first time they are 

given 
x Share 
x Solve problems positively   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
I Am Respectful 

x Follow driver’s instructions the first time 
they are given 

x Use a quiet voice 
 

 
I Am Responsible 

x Be on Time 
x Keep track of my belongings 
x Make good choices 
x Take care of myself and do my part 
 

Mission Statement 
The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 

world class education that promotes student 
achievement and well being through the 

collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I Am Kind 
x Enter the hallway in an orderly manner 
x Use polite words and actions at all times 
x Keep voices quiet 
x Be aware of others in the hallway 

 
I Am Safe 

x Walk up and down the stairs 
x Arms should be by your sides 
x Use Line Basics: 

1. When given the signal to form a line, walk 
silently to where the line is being formed. 

2. Keep arms, feet, object and words to yourself 
at all times 

3. Stand directly behind the person in front of 
you 

4. Walk silently so that other classes are not 
disturbed during instructional time 

5. Keep up with the person in front of you when 
you are walking 

I Am Cooperative 
� Follow all the hallway rules and 

expectations 
� Follow all adult directions   
� Accept consequences with out arguing or 

complaining    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I Am Respectful   
� Keep your voice quiet 
� Keep your hands, feet, and objects to 

yourself at all times 
� Keep hallways neat and clean 

 
I Am Responsible 
� Listen and follow directions the first 

time they are given 
� Raise my hand for help 

 

 
 

Mission Statement 
The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 

world class education that promotes student 
achievement and well being through the 

collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 

 
 
I Am Kind 

x Include others 
x Be a good sport 
x Use kind words  

 
I Am Safe 

x Walk as you move around the classrooms 
x Stay in your class during indoor recess 
x Wash hands when instructed to do so 
x Use Line Basics 
x Report any problems to a teacher or an 

adult 
 
I Am Cooperative 

x Help others to clean up when recess is 
ending 

x Be a problem solver 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I Am Respectful 
Listen and follow directions the first time they 
are given 
Respect each others personnel and game space 
Use indoor voices 
Take care of the games in your classroom 
 
I Am Responsible 

x Select an activity/game and find an 
appropriate place to play 

x Refrain from using the computers 
x Put away all material at the end of recess 
x Return to your assigned seat once 

everything is cleaned up 
x Line up when signal is given   

 
Mission Statement 

The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 
world class education that promotes student 

achievement and well being through the 
collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 

 
 
I Am Kind 
� Use polite words at all times 
� Look out for each other 

 
I Am Safe 
� Use Line Basics 
� Keep hands, feet, objects, and words to 

yourself at all times 
� Report any safety concerns to a teacher 

or an adult 
� Walk down the stairs 
� All parent pick up students will need to 

stay in designated area 
� Enter cars on passenger sides 
� You can only get in a car with the duty 

persons permission 
 
I Am Cooperative 
� Wait patiently for your ride 
� Board buses quietly  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I Am Respectful 
� Use a quiet voice 
� Leave the classroom quietly 
� Pay attention and respect other students’ 

space 
 
I Am Responsible 
� Listen and follow directions the first 

time they are given 
� Make good choices 
� When the announcements begin stay in 

your seat and listen for your name or bus 
� When your name/bus is called walk 

directly and quietly to your designated 
area 

 
Mission Statement 

The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 
world class education that promotes student 

achievement and well being through the 
collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 

 
 
 
I Am Kind 
� Use polite words at all times 

 
 
 
I Am Safe 
� Walk peacefully to and from the 

bathroom 
� Wash your hands with soap and remember 

to dry your hands 
� Keep hands, feet, objects, and words to 

yourself at all times 
� Report any problem to your teacher or an 

adult 
 
 
I Am Cooperative 
� Give turns 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
I Am Respectful 
� Use a quiet voice 
� Leave and enter the bathroom and 

classroom quietly 
� Respect others right to privacy 
� Keep walls clean of words and drawings 

 
 
I Am Responsible 
� Use good manners in the bathroom 
� Remember to flush and wash your hands 
� Please clean up after yourself 
� Promptly return to your classroom ready 

to work 
� Do not visit other teachers or students 

on the way to and from the bathroom 
 

Mission Statement 
The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 

world class education that promotes student 
achievement and well being through the 

collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 

 
 
 
I Am Kind 
� Use polite words 
� Use good manners 

 
 
I Am Safe 
� Walk to and from the nurse’s office 

without any detours 
� Keep hands, feet, object, and words to 

yourself at all times 
� Report any concerns to a teacher or an 

adult 
� If the nurse is not in the office please 

report to the office 
 
 
I Am Cooperative 
� Help others be successful 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I Am Respectful 
� Use your quiet voice 
� Enter the nurse’s office quietly 

 
 
I Am Responsible 
� Bring a nurse’s pass 
� Go straight to the nurse’s office 
� Wait patiently for your turn  
� Make sure you take home the note from 

the nurse 
� Listen and follow directions the first 

time they are given 
 

 
Mission Statement 

The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 
world class education that promotes student 

achievement and well being through the 
collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 
I Am Kind 
� Use polite words 
� Use good manners 

 
 
I Am Safe 
� Walk to and from the library without any 

detours 
� Keep hands, feet, object, and words to 

yourself at all times 
� Report any concerns to a teacher or an 

adult 
 
 
I Am Cooperative 
� Help others be successful 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
I Am Respectful 
� Use your quiet voice 
� Make sure the library sign is green 
� Treat books with care 

 
 
I Am Responsible 
� Listen and follow directions the first 

time they are given 
� Remember your library card and books 
� Make wise book selections in appropriate 

time and manner 
� Sign in and out  

 
Mission Statement 

The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 
world class education that promotes student 

achievement and well being through the 
collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
 
 
 
I Am Kind 
� Use polite words 
� Use good manners 

 
 
I Am Safe 
� Walk peacefully to your spot 
� Use Line Basics 
� Keep hands, feet, object, and words to 

yourself at all times 
� Report any problems to your  teacher 

 
 
I Am Cooperative 
� Help others be successful 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I Am Respectful 
� Pay attention and respect other people’s 

personnel space 
� Listen to the speaker and what they are 

saying 
� Follow the speaker with your eyes at all 

times 
� Sit up straight 

 
 
I Am Responsible 
� Follow directions the first time they are 

given 
� Make good choices, especially when 

choosing who to sit next to during the 
assembly 

� Sit “Criss, Cross, Applesauce" 
 

 
Mission Statement 

The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 
world class education that promotes student 

achievement and well being through the 
collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

“Cattitudes are Everything!” 

 
  

  
 

  
I Am Kind I Am Respectful 

x Practice direct & tactful communication 
in appropriate place 

x Be considerate of others when they are 
speaking 

x Be understanding of other’s situations  x Acknowledge opinions and ideas of 
others in a positive manner x Go the extra mile to help someone 

x Support each other in good and bad 
times 

x Accept differences in culture, values, 
and experiences 

 x When you do disagree with someone or 
an idea, please talk to that person and 
not to others 

I Am Safe 
x Use equipment appropriately  

x Give and receive feedback  x Report any problems safety concerns to 
an administrator  x Use appropriate setting to deal with 

conflicts x Follow RSD District Safety Guidelines for 
your position    x Be considerate of other’s feelings 

x Agree to disagree    
I Am Cooperative I Am Responsible x Share ideas and use time effectively  to 

help my team and school x Be punctual to meetings, duties, and 
picking and dropping children off to 
specials  

x Work together for success 
x Understand we all come from different 

backgrounds and have different 
personalities and opinions 

x Use teamwork to accomplish the big 
picture goal (student success) 

x Bring a professional attitude to work 
everyday 

x Be patient and listen to each other  
x Set and share common goals 

x Follow through on commitments, paper 
work,  job responsibilities and deadlines 

x Be flexible, things change daily 
x Work from your strengths  

x Be responsible for finding out 
information from missed meetings 

x Be truthful, direct, and immediate when 
resolving conflict  

 
Mission Statement 

The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a 
world class education that promotes student 

achievement and well being through the 
collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 
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___  I Am Safe  ___  I Am Respectful 
___  I Am Cooperative  ___  I Am Kind 
                         ___  I Am Responsible 
 
Name: ___________________________________ 
 
Given By: __________________ Grade: __ Individual __ Class __ 

 
 
 
 
 

___  I Am Safe  ___  I Am Respectful 
___  I Am Cooperative  ___  I Am Kind 
                         ___  I Am Responsible 
 
Name: ___________________________________ 
 
Given By: __________________ Grade: __ Individual __ Class __ 

 
 
 
 
 

___  I Am Safe  ___  I Am Respectful 
___  I Am Cooperative  ___  I Am Kind 
                         ___  I Am Responsible 
 
Name: ___________________________________ 
 
Given By: __________________ Grade: __ Individual __ Class __ 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

___  I Am Safe  ___  I Am Respectful 
___  I Am Cooperative  ___  I Am Kind 
                         ___  I Am Responsible 
 
Name: ___________________________________ 
 
Given By: __________________ Grade: __ Individual __ Class __ 

 
 
 
 
 

___  I Am Safe  ___  I Am Respectful 
___  I Am Cooperative  ___  I Am Kind 
                         ___  I Am Responsible 
 
Name: ___________________________________ 
 
Given By: __________________ Grade: __ Individual __ Class __ 

 
 
 
 
 

___  I Am Safe  ___  I Am Respectful 
___  I Am Cooperative  ___  I Am Kind 
                         ___  I Am Responsible 
 
Name: ___________________________________ 
 
Given By: __________________ Grade: __ Individual __ Class __ 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



 



Keep Up your Dedication to Our Students 
This “KUDOS” award goes to 

 
___________________________________ 

 
for your dedication toward our students and we have noticed! 

We are proud to have you on our Eureka Team!  
 Keep up the good work, and congratulations!  

 
_______________________                 
           Date 
 
_______________________________ 
               Given by: 

 
 

 Keep Up your Dedication to Our Students 
This “KUDOS” award goes to 

 
___________________________________ 

 
for your dedication toward our students and we have noticed! 

We are proud to have you on our Eureka Team!  
 Keep up the good work, and congratulations!  

 
_______________________                 
           Date 
 
_______________________________ 
               Given by: 
 



Blue Ribbon Referral 

Eureka Elementary School 
 
The following student(s) ______________________ 
_________________________________________ 
is being referred to the office for the following reason(s): 
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 
___________________ _________________________________________ 
          Date      Staff Signature 

 
 
Blue Ribbon Referral 
Eureka Elementary School 
 
The following student(s) ______________________ 
_________________________________________ 
is being referred to the office for the following reason(s): 
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 
___________________ _________________________________________ 
          Date      Staff Signature 



I Showed Great Character & I Made A Difference! 
 
Student Name:__________________________ 
 
Teacher: ____________________Grade: ____ 
 
Date: ________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Eureka Elementary 
Golden “Cat Paw” Award 

 
Student Name: ________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I was caught being….. 
 

__ Kind      __ Safe    __ Cooperative  
  
 __ Respectful      __ Responsible 
 

 
Given by: ____________   Date: ______________  

 
 
 

Eureka Elementary 
Golden “Cat Paw” Award 

 
Student Name: ________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I was caught being….. 
 

__ Kind      __ Safe    __ Cooperative  
  
      __ Respectful      __ Responsible 
 
 
Given by: _______________ Date: ______________  
     
     
 
      

“Cattitudes are 
Everything” 

“Cattitudes are 
Everything” 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Classroom Reward Charts 
 

25 Cat Paws-  Class Picture 
 
50 Cat Paws-  Read Aloud by Principal 
 
75 Cat Paws-  Popcorn and Movie Party 
 
100 Cat Paws-  Ice Cream Party 
 
      
     When you have achieved your   
     benchmark, e-mail Mrs. Gill.  The   
     reward will be announced on the    
     morning announcements. 
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Eureka Elementary  
School Wide Rules 

 
1. Follow directions 

 
2. Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself 

 
3. Use only kind words 

 
4. Listen 

 
5. Follow the “Cattitudes”  

 
 I AM KIND 

Use good manners 
Use kind words and actions 
Be a friend  
Include and help others 
Keep my hands and feet to myself 

I AM SAFE 
Use equipment properly 
Follow the rules and procedures 
throughout the building 
Be aware of people’s personal space 
USE LINE BASICS 
Report any problems to a teacher or 
an adult 

I AM COOPERATIVE 
Follow directions promptly 
Give turns 
Share with others 
Solve problems positively 
Do my part 

Eureka Elementary Mission Statement  
 

The mission of Eureka Elementary is to provide a world class education that promotes student 
achievement and well being through the collaboration of students, staff, and parents. 

 

CATTITUDES ARE EVERYTHING! 
I AM RESPONSIBLE 

Demonstrate self control 
Follow the rules, routines, and procedures 
Make good choices 
Accept the outcomes of my behavior 
Take care of myself and do my job 

I AM RESPECTFUL 
Use appropriate voice level and words 
Use polite words 
Be a good listener 
Care for and encourage others 
Respect all property  
Show appropriate body language 



School Pledge 
  

I pledge today to do my best 
in reading, math and all the rest. 

 
I promise to obey the rules, 

in my class and in our school. 
 

I will respect myself and others too,  
I will expect the best in all I do. 

 
I am here to learn all I can, 

To try my best and be all I am. 
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Lesson Plans 
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Basketball Rules 
 

x Half court games only. 
x No pushing, shoving, or touching anyone. 
x No slapping at the ball to knock the ball out of 

someone’s hands. 
x If a player gets hurt, stop playing and get help for the 

student. 
x Use the appropriate voice level for the activity. 
x Use the appropriate language at all times. 
x We will show good sportsmanship at all times. 

 
Violations 

 
x Traveling: walking without dribbling the ball 
x Double Dribble: dribbling with 2 hands or stopping and 

starting your dribble. 
 
 

Kickball Rules 
 

x Get permission from a teacher to play on the field.   
x While waiting to bat, sit in the dugout or on sideline. 
x A team gets 3 outs (Primary grades everyone will bat.) 
x One base allowed on an overthrow. 

 
Batter is out when: 

x A fly ball is caught. 
x He/She is forced out at a base 
x He/she kicks 3 foul bass. 
x He/she bunts the ball. 

 
Runner is out when: 

x Tagged with the ball. 
x Force out. 
x Ball hits the runner. 
x He/she does not tag up. 
x He/she steals a base or leads off. 

 
 

 

Playground General Guidelines 
 

x Slides:  Go down feet first, on your seat, and one at a time. 
x The mulch stays on the ground. 
x Monkey bars:  One student across at a time, students may 

only use their hands to hang. 
x No jumping off any equipment. 
x Tag is not allowed. 
x Balls are not to be kicked or thrown against the school 

building. 
x No football or baseball (equipment included). 
x Use all equipment appropriately. 
x Stay in the playground boundaries. 
x Once the signal is given please follow the acceptable 

routine to line-up. 
x No toys or objects may be brought from home. 
x All students will show good sportsmanship’s!  
x Follow the school wide rules and Cattitudes at all times. 

 
Tetherball Rules 

 
The game is over when a player: 

x Catcher, holds or throws the ball during play 
x Touches the pole 
x Touches the rope 
x Double hits the ball 
x Steps on the other person’s side 
x Hits the ball NOT using hands 

 
Special Notes 

x The next person in line is the referee. 
x The winner serves the next game(s) up to 2 in a row. 
x If you lose, it’s the next person’s turn to play. 
x The adult on duty may change the rules to ensure more 

people are able to play. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Soccer Rules 
 

x Body contacts the ball only; hands do not touch the ball 
(except for the goalie). 

 
x One person gets the ball when it goes out of bounds  

 
x Ball is out of play when it leaves the boundaries.  Their will be 

cones to set the boundary.     
 

x Kicking does not go above the knee.  Kicking must stay at or 
below knee level. 

 
x No shoving, pushing, or grabbing. 

 
x Choose teams fairly!  The adult on duty will decide teams. 

 
x Show good sportsmanship at all times. 

 
x Use the appropriate language and tone at all times. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
Setting: Assemblies 

 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to BE KIND to others in 
assemblies.” 
 
What are some ways we can BE KIND in assemblies? 
 
Ask students to define what BEING KIND means.  Shape their responses 
into 
observable behaviors (e.g., if they say to be “nice,” ask for examples of 
being 
nice that equate observable skills such as taking turns, asking someone to 
play, 
etc.). 
 
There are several ways to BE KIND to others.  For example, we can: 

� Laugh and applaud when appropriate. 
� Use polite words when entering and exiting the event (please, 

thank you, excuse me) 
� Listen to the speaker 

Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
 
I am going to show you some ways to BE KIND and some ways to BE 
UNKIND. 
I want you to watch me and see if you can tell if I am BEING KIND. 
 
After each example, ask the students if you were BEING KIND.  Ask 
what you 
might do instead during non-examples. 
 
Examples: 

� Booing the performance 



� Clapping when appropriate 
� Talking while the speaker is speaking 
� Entering and exiting in an orderly manner 
� __________________________________________________ 
� __________________________________________________ 
� __________________________________________________ 
� __________________________________________________ 

 
ROLE PLAYS: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students (based on key behaviors of 
rule or use 
older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of the skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review with all students: 
 
Was s/he BEING KIND? 
How do you know? 
 
REVIEW AND TEST 
 
Today we talked about BEING KIND in assemblies. 
As you can see, there are lots of ways to BE KIND in assemblies. 
 
Ask students to identify key behaviors of BEING KIND. 
 
Assignment: 
 
Today we will be watching you to see if you are BEING KIND in 
assemblies.  At the 
end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what you did to BE KIND. 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 
 



Jackson Park Hive Five Program 
 
 

Setting:  Hallways/Restrooms 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to BE KIND in the Halls and 
Restrooms.” 
 
What are some ways we can BE KIND in the Halls and Restrooms? 
 
Ask students to define what BEING KIND means.  Shape their responses 
into observable behaviors (e.g. if they say to be “nice”, ask for examples of 
being nice that equate to observable skills such as taking turns, asking 
someone to play . . .). 
 
There are several ways to BE KIND to others.  For example, we can: 
 

x Stay in lie 
x Let others go first in an emergency 
x Count to 5 at the drinking fountain 
x Keep the bathroom neat and clean 

 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
  
I am going to show you some way to BE KIND and some ways to BE 
UNKIND.  I want you to watch me and see if you can tell if I am BEING 
KIND.  After each example, ask the students if you were BEING KIND.  
Ask what you might do instead during non-examples. 
 
Examples: 
 

x Walking with hands by side 
x Take too long at the drinking fountain 



x Someone needs to use the bathroom right now 
x Someone butts in line 
x Tearing work from the walls 
x Saying “Excuse me” 
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
x ________________________________________________________

_______ 
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students based on key behaviors of 
rule, or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of the 
skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review with all students. 
 
Was he/she BEING KIND? 
How do you know? 
 
Review and Test 
 
Today we talked about BEING KIND in the Halls and Restrooms.  As you 
can see, there are lots of ways to BE KIND in the Halls and Restrooms. 
 
Ask students to identify key behaviors to BEING KIND 
 
Assignments: 
 
“Today we will be watching you to see if you are BEING KIND in the 
Halls and Restrooms.  At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what 
you did to BE KIND.” 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 

Jackson Park Hive Five Program 
 
 







Jackson Park Hive Five Program 
 
 

Setting:  Classroom 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to BE KIND in the classroom.” 
“What are some ways we can BE KIND in the classroom?” 
 
Ask student to define what Being Kind means.  Shape their responses into 
observable behaviors (e.g. if they say to be “nice” ask for examples of being 
nice that equate to observable skills such as taking turns, asking someone to 
play . . .). 
 
There are several says to BE KIND to others.  For Example, I heard you 
say: 
 

x Include Others 
x Use polite words 
x Help others 
x Be a friend 

 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
 
I am going to show you some ways to BE KIND and some ways to BE 
UNKIND.  I want you to watch me and see if you can tell if I am BEING 
KIND. 
 
After each example, ask the students if you were BEING KIND.  Ask what 
you might do instead during non-examples. 
Examples: 
 

x Student wanting to be first 



x New student comes to class and has a different accent 
x A student is called on and gives an incorrect answer 
x On the way to lunch someone in front of you drops their lunch money 
x Working in a group or with partner and you don’t like how they are 

working on the project 
x Someone comes by and knocks your book on the floor 
x  

________________________________________________________
______ 

x ________________________________________________________
_______ 

Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students (based on key behaviors of 
rule) or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of the 
skill. 
 
Follow each role-play, review with all students. 
 
Was he/she BEING KIND? 
How do you know? 
 
Today, we talked about BEING KIND in the classroom.   As you can see, 
there are lots of ways to BE KIND in the classroom. 
 
Ask students to identify key behaviors to BEING KIND. 
 
Assignments: 
 
“Today, we will be watching you to see if you are BEING KIND in the 
classroom.  At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what you did to 
BE KIND. 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Jackson Park Hive Five Program 
 
 

Setting: Dismissal 
 
Skill and Critical Rule:   “Today we are going to discuss ways to be kind 
at dismissal time.  What are some ways we can be kind at dismissal time?”  
Answers will vary, but may include staying in line with the teacher, keeping 
hands, feet and other objects to oneself, and waiting quietly in line in order 
to get on the bus. 
 
 
 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations:  “I am going to demonstrate some ways you can show 
being kind at dismissal and some ways that are unkind. Raise your hand 
when you have figured out if I am being kind or unkind.” Call on volunteers 
and discuss their choices. 
 
Role Plays: Ask for volunteers to demonstrate ways of being kind at 
dismissal time. Volunteers are to pantomime their demonstrations in a 
“charade” game manner.  Observers raise their hands to try to guess what the 
presenter is doing. 
 
Assignments: Students are to illustrate 3 pictures showing students being 
kind at dismissal time. 
 
 
 
 



Area: BATHROOM 
 
 

I Am Kind 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  Tina asks Brenda if she would like to share the sink with her. 
 
Non Example:  Susan bangs on the door of the bathroom stall and yells, 
“Linda get out of there right now!” 
 
Example: Paula noticed that Lydia’s bathroom stall door is a little open.  She 
shuts it without looking. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Discuss some private issues that should be left in the bathroom and not 

discussed somewhere else. 
 

2. Discuss turn taking (i.e. when might it be nice to let someone go ahead 
of you). 

 
3. List some situations where good manners should be used in the 

bathroom. 
 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Keep a chart of nice comments or kindness posted in your room.  Keep 
adding to it. 

 



Jackson Park Hive Five Program 
 
 

Setting:  Hallways/Restrooms 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to BE KIND in the Halls and 
Restrooms.” 
 
What are some ways we can BE KIND in the Halls and Restrooms? 
 
Ask students to define what BEING KIND means.  Shape their responses 
into observable behaviors (e.g. if they say to be “nice”, ask for examples of 
being nice that equate to observable skills such as taking turns, asking 
someone to play . . .). 
 
There are several ways to BE KIND to others.  For example, we can: 
 

x Stay in lie 
x Let others go first in an emergency 
x Count to 5 at the drinking fountain 
x Keep the bathroom neat and clean 

 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
  
I am going to show you some way to BE KIND and some ways to BE 
UNKIND.  I want you to watch me and see if you can tell if I am BEING 
KIND.  After each example, ask the students if you were BEING KIND.  
Ask what you might do instead during non-examples. 
 
Examples: 
 

x Walking with hands by side 
x Take too long at the drinking fountain 



x Someone needs to use the bathroom right now 
x Someone butts in line 
x Tearing work from the walls 
x Saying “Excuse me” 
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
x ________________________________________________________

_______ 
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students based on key behaviors of 
rule, or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of the 
skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review with all students. 
 
Was he/she BEING KIND? 
How do you know? 
 
Review and Test 
 
Today we talked about BEING KIND in the Halls and Restrooms.  As you 
can see, there are lots of ways to BE KIND in the Halls and Restrooms. 
 
Ask students to identify key behaviors to BEING KIND 
 
Assignments: 
 
“Today we will be watching you to see if you are BEING KIND in the 
Halls and Restrooms.  At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what 
you did to BE KIND.” 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 

Jackson Park Hive Five Program 
 
 





Area: PLAYGROUND 
 

I Am Kind 
 

Invite Others to Join 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  Billy sees Tom standing alone.  He asks him to join his basketball 
game. 
 
Non Example:  Andra is playing on the slide.  When Paula tries to play too, 
Andra won’t let her. 
 
Example:  Bob asks John to be on his soccer team. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Students generate a list of activities that others could join in. 

 
2. Each student is to draw a picture and each gets only one color of 

crayon.  All students must invite others to join them so they can use 
different color crayons.  Drawings must have at least 5 different colors. 

 
After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Students identify positive feelings developed from inviting others to 
join. 

 
2. Students discuss what it is like to invite someone new to participate. 

 
3. Discuss how it makes you feel when you are left out. 

 

 



PBIS Lesson Plan Early Childhood, Pre-school, Kindergarten 
Good Listening Bodies (Take Care of Yourself, Respectful, Cooperative) 

Week #1 
Setting:   
 
Skill and Critical Rule: “Today we are going to talk about Good Listening Bodies.  
Using Good Listening Bodies is respectful and cooperative and it shows that your are 
taking care of yourself. 
Display the Good Listening Bodies Poster or create your own poster of your students 
displaying the desired behavior. 
 
What are some ways we can show good listening bodies? 
What is a good listening body? 
Shape student responses into observable behaviors.   
 
Steps: (Describing what good listening looks and sounds like) 
 

1. Look at the speaker 
2. Sit crisscross applesauce  
3. Keep hands to yourself 
4. Silence please while the teacher is talking 

  
 
Rationale:  There are several different times we can use good listening bodies: 
When to use it:  Circle time, sitting on the floor for morning opening, when the teacher is 
reading a story 
Why use it:  To learn, to be cooperative, so I am on-task, so everyone can hear the 
teacher, to stay out of trouble 
 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify 
 
Demonstration and Role Playing 
 
Demonstrations: 
 
I am going to show you some ways to have good listening bodies.  Watch to see if you 
can tell if I’m using a good listening body. 
 
After the puppet role play, ask students if they observed the behavior.  Ask what they 
might do instead during non-examples. 
 
TEACHING EXAMPLES: 

x Let students practice sitting on the floor for circle time and teach each step 
individually  make a chart and put pictures under what it should look like, words 
under what it should sound like, and feelings for how students feel when they are 
able to learn and listen well 

x  Let the helper of the day review the steps with a magic wand PRIOR to each 
lesson that requires a good listening body 
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PBIS Lesson Plan Early Childhood, Pre-school, Kindergarten 
Good Listening Bodies (Take Care of Yourself, Respectful, Cooperative) 
x Use puppets to role play how students should look! 

 
NON-EXAMPLES:  
Explain to children that this would be when you are looking around the room, have your 
legs kicking other children, touching others, and talking during the lesson** 
 
 
Following each role-play above, review with all students and elicit performance feedback 
from those not involved in role play.  Was he/she using a good listening body?  How do 
you know? 
 
 
**If you choose to use role-playing, remember that students may only model positive 
behaviors.  Teacher should always model negative behaviors.   
 
 
REVIEW and TEST 

x Read the book Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? 
x Prior to starting the book, pre-correct the expected behavior (show good listening 

body picture and steps).  
x Ask the children if the animals are using their good listening ears in the story. 
x During the lesson:  Provide students, who are displaying the steps, with yes 

tickets or good listening body tickets.   
x Have a drawing after the lesson to reinforce this behavior. 
x After the lesson:  close the lesson by reviewing the poster/steps of a good 

listening body 
x Today we talked about Good Listening Bodies in the classroom, music, etc. 

As you can see there are many times everyone can use good listening bodies 
 
Ask students to identify keys behaviors/setps of critical skill 
 
Homework: Cue Use 
Remind children that you will be looking for this skill in other subjects, music class, field 
trips, assemblies, other places in the building where they have to sit on the floor/listen.  
 
Today, I will be watching/asking other teachers to see if you are using good listening 
bodies in the classroom.  At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what you did to  
have a good listening body…. 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 
 
 
Adapted from: 
Paulson, L. H. & van den Pol, R.  (1998). Good talking words: A social communication skills program for 
preschool and kindergarten classes. Longmont, CO: Sopris West.   
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PBIS Lesson Plan Early Childhood, Pre-school, Kindergarten 
Good Listening Bodies (Take Care of Yourself, Respectful, Cooperative) 
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Be Safe & Be Responsible & Be Kind 
Good Looking Lines in the Hallway 

Elementary 
 

Rationale: 
When to use the skill: When walking in the halls to move from class to class. 
 
Why to use the skill: To avoid unnecessary contact with others (touching, pushing, stepping on 
feet) which will get me in trouble with teachers and family, to keep noise levels down so that 
learning can continue in classrooms, to make transitions smooth and efficient so that 
instructional time isn’t lost. 
 
Skill Steps: (Post in halls and on classroom doors so that teachers can pre-correct/prompt prior 
to leaving the room). 
Take digital pictures if needed to post as an additional visual. 
 
1. Keep hands to your side 
2. Face forward 
3. Mouth is closed 
4. Leave space when walking 
 
Teaching Examples:  
Take the class out to the hallway to model for them what it looks and sounds like to follow the 4 
steps above. 
 
Role Play: Provide students an opportunity to practice walking in a line in groups of 4 (the rest of 
the class looks to see if correct). They hold up a green/yes card for yes or a red/no card for no to 
give peer feedback. 
 
Non Examples: Teacher could show what it doesn’t look like (hands on wall, looking behind, 
talking, etc.) Ask students which steps are missing in this example. 
 
Reinforcement (Teacher Routines):  
Students receive PBIS tickets from all staff members in the building for following the line 
routine throughout the day. Teacher prompts/cues targeted skill when misbehavior occurs to 
shape desired behaviors (show me what a good looking line looks like….) 
 
Review and Test: 
Today we learned/reviewed what a good looking line looks like. Where can you try to use this 
skill? (On the way to gym class, lunch, recess, music, in the morning, or at dismissal each day) 
What are the 4 steps? 
 
Homework: Draw a picture of a good looking line (Elem.) 
OR write out the routine for walking in the halls (Inter.) 
 
*Create a video of your class walking in a good looking line.  Broadcast your video school-wide! 







Be Safe, Be Respectful, and Be Responsible 
Hallway Basics  

Elementary 
 
Rationale: 
When to use the skill: In the hall 
Why to use the skill: 
• so that learning can continue in classrooms 
• to avoid referrals to the office 
• to be safe, respectful, and responsible students 
 
Skill Steps: (post on front board, in all hallways, and on door as a visual prompt for 
teachers & students to see BEFORE leaving the room. 
 
Hallway Basics: 
1.  WALK on the right side of the hall 
2.  Walk quietly 
3.  Keep hands, feet, & all objects to yourself 
4.  Go directly to your next class 
 
Teaching Examples: 
Demonstration: Take the class to the hall and show them what this looks and sounds like. 
Model each step. 
 
Role Playing Examples: 
The class practices walking in the hall and the teacher holds up a green/yes card for yes 
or a red/no card for no to give feedback to the class on hallway basics. 
Groups of 4 or 5 students practices walking in the hall and the observing students hold up 
a green/yes card for yes or a red/no card for no to give feedback to the class on hallway 
basics. 
 
Non Examples: point out a class that is not following hallway procedures, or show what it 
doesn’t look like (hands on others, yelling, running) 
 
Reinforcement:  
Students receive tickets during the lesson and throughout the day for appropriate hallway 
behaviors.  Teacher prompts/cues the expected behavior prior to entering the hallway 
referring to visual poster with student steps and picture cues. 
 
Review and Test: 
Today we learned/reviewed hallway basics. When can you try to use this skill? 
List the skill steps 
 
 
Homework:   
Share the hallway basics with your family.  Draw a picture of yourself in the hallway. 





Area: CAFETERIA 
 
 

I Am Safe 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  Darius uses two hands on his tray and looks forward as he moves 
to his table. 
 
Non Example:  Alex forgets his straw.  He runs back to the utensil tray, 
pushes his way in, and grabs a new one. 
 
Example: Judy accidentally knocks over her milk.  She raises her hand to get 
help to clean it up so no one falls. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Walk your students through the lunch room process before the lunch 

shift starts. 
 

2. Practice washing hands, with soap, to the count of ten, rinse, and dry 
using one towel. 

 
3. Make a poster to hang in the cafeteria to illustrate a safety skill. 

 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Review safety precautions building-wide. 
 

2. Discuss food safety (hygiene, sharing, temperature, etc.) 

 



School:  Mc Nair Elementary School                        
District: Hazelwood School District 
School-Wide Expectations: Be Safe, Be Responsible, Be Kind 
 
Skill:                                       Line Basics   
                                  
Rationale: 
When to use the skill: (Ask students, “When do we need to use line basics?”) When 
walking in the halls to move from class to class. 
 
Why to use the skill: (Ask students, “Why do we need to use line basics?”) To avoid 
unnecessary contact with others (touching, pushing, stepping on feet) which will get 
me in trouble with teachers and family, to keep noise levels down so that learning 
can continue in classrooms, to make transitions smooth and efficient so that 
instructional time isn’t lost, to earn paws and tickets for great hall behavior! 
 
Skill Steps:  
(Post in halls and on classroom doors so that teachers can pre-correct/prompt prior 
to leaving the room each time). 
Skill steps must be taught to students- what does each step look/sound like? Take 
digital pictures if needed to post as an additional visual. 

1. Square up- on, in front, and behind      

2. Face forward                                    
 

3. Hands to side or behind                      

4. Level “0” voice- NO TALKING        
Demonstration: 



Teaching Examples: Take the class out to the hallway to model for them what it 
looks like to follow line basics. Also practice lining up in your classroom. Have a few 
students volunteer to model line basics with the teacher. 
 
Role Play: Provide students an opportunity to practice walking in a line in groups of 
4 (the rest of the class looks to see if correct). They hold up a green/yes card for yes 
or a red/no card for no to give peer feedback. 
 
Non Examples: Teacher could show what it doesn’t look like (hands on wall, looking 
behind, talking, etc..) Ask students which steps are missing in this example. Only 
teachers model non-examples! 
 
Reinforcement (Teacher Routines): Students receive PBIS tickets (individual and 
group tickets) from staff members in the building for following the line routine 
throughout the day. Teacher prompts/cues targeted skill when misbehavior occurs 
to shape desired behaviors (show me line basics….excellent job! I knew you could 
do it!) 
 
Review and Test: 
Today we learned/reviewed line basics. Where can you try to use this skill? On the 
way to gym class, lunch, recess, music, in the morning, or at dismissal each day. 
 
Homework:  
Draw a picture of a good looking line (Elem.) 
OR write out the line basics (Inter.) 
Post these pictures in the halls for all students to see!  You may even want to frame a 
few exceptional pictures and hang them next to your hall signs.   
 
More Ideas: 
*Create a video of your class walking in a good looking line.  Broadcast your video 
school-wide! *Make signs for grades K-3 – Take a digital picture of your class in 
line. Type up the 4 line basics and insert the picture for a visual.  Make a copy of the 
sign and tape it on a paint stick.  The line leader holds up the sign while walking in 
line to remind the class of how they should be walking.  *Re-teach the area they are 
still struggling in. *Wear the line basics key ring on your lanyard as a visual 
reminder to prompt/cue students to engage in the desired behavior- what should 
you be doing, show me, do you need help, let’s practice the routine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Johnson. M., PBIS Coach, Special School District of St. Louis County, PBIS 2008 



(Post on classroom door to pre-correct before leaving the room) 
 
 

 

 LINE BASICS 
 

 

1. Square up- on, in front, and behind                 
 
 

2. Face forward                                           
 
 
 
 

3. Hands to side or behind                                  
 
 
 

4. Level “0” voice- NO TALKING                               
 



Map Testing Behaviors  
Lesson Plan 
Play it Safe 

 
Objective:  Students will be able to identify four behaviors outside of school that will 
lead to a safe and successful MAP testing experience.  These behaviors include:  getting 
plenty of rest before the test, eating breakfast, dressing comfortably, being on time for 
school. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  The teacher will begin the lesson by asking the question of students 
“What do you do at home that makes you successful at school?”  The teacher can provide 
personal things he or she does in order to get the brainstorming session started.  The 
teacher will write student responses on the whiteboard.  Have students raise their hands 
and wait to be called on in order to practice being respectful.  You are looking for student 
responses such as getting enough sleep, eating well, exercising (releasing energy), 
dressing comfortably, following rules at home. 
 
Modeling:  When you are finished brainstorming, and have collected at least 10-15 
student generated ideas add in the stipulation what you can do at home to get ready for 
the MAP test.  Have students raise their hand and wait to be called on and circle the ideas 
that are already on the board, have the students give an oral reason why it is important to 
do the task at home in order to be ready for the MAP test.  Next, narrow down the ideas 
to the top four important things to do at home before the MAP test.  This may include:  
getting enough sleep, eating well, dressing comfortably, arrive on time for school. 
 
Check for Understanding/Guided Practice:   Using your own personal (teacher) 
routine at home, construct a paragraph on the whiteboard with student input of the 
reasons on why your personal routine makes you a successful teacher.  Start with the 
topic sentence, “I play it safe at home so that I can be a successful teacher.  I try to get 7-
8 hours of sleep because_______.  Have students fill in the reasons as you write them in 
complete sentences on the board.  Continue guided practice by having students complete 
the paragraph with the remaining points and student generated reasons. 
 
Independent Practice:  Using the four points of: getting plenty of rest before the test, eat 
breakfast, dress comfortably, be on time to school, let the students develop their own 
paragraph on why it is important to play it safe before the test.  Provide students with a 
topic sentence if they are struggling and have them format their paragraph like the guided 
practice example on the board.  Students may also construct a drawing for each point if 
time allows. 
 
Closure:  After students have completed their paragraph writing, have students present 
their ideas to one another in small groups or have a few students present their ideas orally 
to the class.  Explain MAP testing schedule, have students write the dates and time in 
planners with a reminder the night before to go to bed early.  Jot down a reminder for 
MAP testing days to eat a healthy breakfast.   



Area: PLAYGROUND 
 

I Am Safe 
 

Follow Safety Rules on Equipment 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  Teresa makes sure no one is at the bottom of the slide before going 
down. 
 
Non Example:  Stan is swinging a bat near other students. 
 
Example: Mrs. R’s class lines up to cross the hallway, going from right to left.
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Watch Wedgwood “Playground Safety Video” and discuss. 

 
2. Cool cooperation game. (2-6) 

 
3. Practice lining up – attending to “walk zone rules” and quiet voices. 

 
After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Have an area of the room where outdoor rules are posted. 

 



Slide        Bus 
*Take turns      *Take turns 
*Sit on slide      *Walk only 
*One person on the slide     
*Slide DOWN the slide 
 
 
Ramps       Balance Swings 
*Walk        *Take turns 
*Take turns      *One person on swing 
        * Sit or stand  
        *Both feet on swing to stand 
        *Hold rope with both hands 
 
 
Fire Truck and Pole 
*Take turns 
*Walk 
*Stay inside Fire Truck 
*Slide DOWN pole 
*Hold with both hands and feet 
*One person on pole 
 
 
Glider 
*Take turns 
*One person at a time 
*Hold handle with both hands 





Hallway Lesson Plan 
Safe 

 
 
Objective:  Students will physically demonstrate their understanding of walking on the 
right in the stairwell by practicing (in the stairwell) the correct way of using the staircase.  
Students will scribe what it looks like to be safe and why it is important in the stairwell 
and hallways. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  The classroom teacher will present to students the cooperating class 
and time frame that students will have to practice stairwell procedures.  The teacher will 
review the appropriate voice volume for using the stairwell.  After reviewing volume, the 
teacher will ask for other steps that are needed to be safe in the stairwell.  The teacher 
will note student responses on the white board.  After brainstorming has ended, highlight 
the responses of walking on the right, keeping hands and feet to self, keeping objects to 
self, and not jumping or skipping steps.  Tell students these are the behaviors you will be 
looking for and rewarding in the stairwell. 
 
Modeling/Guided Practice:  Students will line up quietly with supplies and proceed to 
hallway and stairwell with classroom teacher and cooperating teacher and class. Students 
will first watch as teachers provide non-examples of what they do not want to see in the 
stairwell.  Demonstrate common problems such as loud volume, jumping stairs, dropping 
of supplies, and hands, feet and objects on others while passing.  Next, model what 
proper stairway behavior should look like.  Provide appropriate examples of stairwell 
volume, walking on the right, walking slowly not jumping or skipping steps, and keeping 
hands, feet and other objects to oneself.  Both teachers should be modeling these non-
examples and examples. 
 
Check for Understanding/ Independent Practice:  Allow the two classes to practice 
correct stairwell behavior by having one class going up and one class coming down the 
stairwell.  Have students carry materials and practice keeping hands, feet and other 
objects to oneself.  Practice appropriate volume, not jumping or skipping set.  Reverse 
roles and practice in multiple stairwells if needed. 
 
Closure: Once students have returned to the classroom have them take out a sheet of 
paper and write the important safety points of being in the hallway and using the 
stairwell.  Have the students tie one explanation of why the safety rule is important.  For 
example:  It is important to keep my hands, feet and other objects to myself because I 
could hurt someone hitting them or throwing my binder at them in the hallway or 
stairwell.  Post student response in classroom or in hallway. 
 
 
   





Setting: Assemblies 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to BE COOPERATIVE in 
assemblies.” 
 
“What are some ways we can BE COOPERATIVE in assemblies?” 
Ask children to define what BEING COOPERATIVE means. Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (example: If students say “nice”, ask for 
examples of what that would look like, such as taking turns, asking politely, 
following directions, etc.). 
 
“There are several ways to BE COOPERATIVE to others. For example, I 
heard you say: 
 

x Promptly follow directions from the teachers and staff in the 
assembly. 

x Wait patiently and quietly in line for your turn to be seated. 
x Speak politely when asking others to move over to give you space. 

Use words like please and thank you. 
x Stay seated until an adult gives you permission to stand and leave the 

assembly. 
x Remain silent during the assembly so that you and others can hear.   
x Give your full attention to the assembly speaker or performance. 
 
 
Review these key behaviors and any others that are identified by the 
students concerning cooperation in an assembly. 

 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
 
“I am going to show you some ways to BE COOPERATIVE and some 
ways to BE UNCOOPERATIVE. I want you to watch me and see if you 
can tell if I am BEING COOPERATIVE.” 



After each example, ask students if you were BEING COOPERATIVE. 
Ask them to explain what they should do for the UNCOOPERATIVE   
examples. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students (based on key rule 
behaviors) or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of 
the skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review the key points with the student. 
“Was he/she BEING COOPERATIVE? How did you know?” 
“Today we talked about BEING COOPERATIVE in assemblies. As you 
can see, there are a lot of ways to BE COOPERATIVE.” 
Ask students to identify key behaviors that show what BEING 
COOPERATIVE looks like. 
 
Assignments: 
 
Students can draw pictures, make posters, or write about ways they plan to 
BE COOPERATIVE in an assembly. Use these items to remind students of 
the assembly rules each time an assembly is planned during the school year. 
 
“Today we will be watching to see if you are BEING COOPERATIVE in 
the assembly. At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what you did to 
BE COOPERATIVE. 
 
“What should you do today? What am I going to ask you?” 
 
 

Jackson Park High Five Program 
 
 



Setting: Dismissal 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to BE COOPERATIVE at 
dismissal.” 
 
“What are some ways we can BE COOPERATIVE at dismissal?” 
Ask children to define what BEING COOPERATIVE means. Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (example: If students say “nice”, ask for 
examples of what that would look like, such as taking turns, asking politely, 
following directions, etc.). 
 
“There are several ways to BE COOPERATIVE to others. For example, I 
heard you say: 
 

x Promptly follow directions from the teachers and staff at dismissal. 
x Wait patiently and quietly in line to be dismissed. 
x Walk quietly and at a safe speed to you dismissal destination.  
x Follow the school rules without adult supervision. 
 

 
Review all key procedures, and any others that are identified by the 
students, concerning cooperation during dismissal. 

 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
 
“I am going to show you some ways to BE COOPERATIVE and some 
ways to BE UNCOOPERATIVE. I want you to watch me and see if you 
can tell if I am BEING COOPERATIVE.” 
After each example, ask students if you were BEING COOPERATIVE. 
Ask them to explain what they should do for the UNCOOPERATIVE   
examples. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students (based on key rule 
behaviors) or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of 
the skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review the key points with the student. 
“Was he/she BEING COOPERATIVE? How did you know?” 
“Today we talked about BEING COOPERATIVE at dismissal. As you can 
see, there are a lot of ways to BE COOPERATIVE.” 
Ask students to identify key behaviors that show what BEING 
COOPERATIVE looks like. 
 
Assignments: 
 
Students can draw pictures, make posters, or write about ways they plan to 
BE COOPERATIVE at dismissal. Use these items to review the rules from 
time to time during the school year. 
 
“Today we will be watching to see if you are BEING COOPERATIVE at 
dismissal.  Tomorrow I will ask you to tell me what you did to BE 
COOPERATIVE. 
 
“What should you do at dismissal? What am I going to ask you?” 
 
 

Jackson Park High Five Program 
 



Jackson Park High Five Program 
 
 

Setting: Cafeteria 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to BE COOPERATIVE in the 
cafeteria.” 
 
“What are some ways we can BE COOPERATIVE in the cafeteria?” 
Ask children to define what BEING COOPERATIVE means. Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (example: If students say “nice”, ask for 
examples of what that would look like, such as taking turns, asking politely, 
following directions, etc.). 
 
“There are several ways to BE COOPERATIVE to others. For example, I 
heard you say: 
 

x Promptly follow directions from the teachers on duty and the cafeteria 
staff. 

x Wait patiently in line for your turn to get a tray, milk, etc. 
x Speak politely when asking for and receiving help. Use words like 

please and thank you. 
x Stay seated until an adult gives you permission to throw things away, 

get something that was forgotten, use the restroom, or line up for 
recess. 

x Do your part by cleaning up at your lunch table.” 
 
 
Review these key behaviors and any others that are identified by the 
students concerning cooperation in the cafeteria. 

 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
 



“I am going to show you some ways to BE COOPERATIVE and some 
ways to BE UNCOOPERATIVE. I want you to watch me and see if you 
can tell if I am BEING COOPERATIVE.” 
After each example, ask students if you were BEING COOPERATIVE. 
Ask them to explain what they should do for the UNCOOPERATIVE   
examples. 
 
 
 
 
 
Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students (based on key rule 
behaviors) or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of 
the skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review the key points with the student. 
“Was he/she BEING COOPERATIVE? How did you know?” 
“Today we talked about BEING COOPERATIVE in the cafeteria. As you 
can see, there are lots of ways to BE COOPERATIVE.” 
Ask students to identify key behaviors that show what BEING 
COOPERATIVE looks like. 
 
Assignments: 
“Today we will be watching to see if you are BEING COOPERATIVE in 
the cafeteria. At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what you did to 
BE COOPERATIVE. 
 
“What should you do today? What am I going to ask you?” 
 

Jackson Park High Five Program 
 
 





Setting:  Hallways 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to Be Cooperative in 
theHallways.” 
 
What are some ways we can BE COOPERATIVE in the Hallways? 
 
Ask students to define what BEING COOPERATIVE means.  Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (e.g. if they say to be “nice”, ask for 
examples of being cooperative that equate to observable skills such as taking 
turns, following rules without adult reminders,  . . .). 
 
There are several ways to BE COOPERATIVE.  For example, we can: 
 

x Wait for directions before leaving the classroom 
x Follow rules without adult reminders 
x Get materials out and be prepared to work as soon as you enter the 

classroom 
 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
  
I am going to show you some way to BE COOPERATIVE and some ways 
to BE UNCOOPERATIVE.  I want you to watch me and see if you can tell 
if I am BEING COOPERATIVE.  After each example, ask the students if 
you were BEING COOPERATIVE.  Ask what you might do instead 
during non-examples. 
 
Examples: 

x Going directly to your destination without disturbing others 
x Student races down the hall to beat a friend to the drinking fountain 
x Entering your classroom quietly and returning to your seat 
x Ignores a request by staff to walk instead of run 



x ________________________________________________________
_____ 

x ________________________________________________________
______ 

x ________________________________________________________
_______ 

x ________________________________________________________
______ 

 
Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students based on key behaviors of 
rule, or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of the 
skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review with all students. 
 
Was he/she BEING COOPERATIVE 
How do you know? 
 
Review and Test 
 
Today we talked about BEING COOPERATIVE  in the hallways.  As you 
can see, there are lots of ways to BE COOPERATIVE in the hallways. 
 
Ask students to identify key behaviors to BEING COOPERATIVE 
 
Assignments: 
 
“Today we will be watching you to see if you are BEING 
COOPERATIVE in the hallways.  At the end of the day, I will ask you to 
tell me what you did to BE COOPERATIVE.” 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 
 

Jackson Park High Five Program 
 



Jackson Park High Five Program 
 
 

Setting: Hallways/Restrooms 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to BE COOPERATIVE in the 
hallways and restrooms.” 
 
Ask students to define what BEING COOPERATIVE means. Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (example: if they say to be nice, ask for 
examples of being nice that equate to 
observable skills such as taking turns, asking someone to play …). 
 
There are several ways to BE COOPERATIVE to others. For example: 

x Follow rules without adult reminders 
x Walk or wait quietly so other students can continue learning 
x Use good manners at the sink 
x Wait your turn 
x Use the restroom quickly 
x Do your part, share, be a team player 

 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
 
“ I am going to show you some ways to BE COOPERATIVE and some 
ways to BE UNCOOPERATIVE. I want you to watch me and see if you 
can tell if I am BEING COOPERATIVE.” 
After each example, ask the students if you were BEING 
COOPERATIVE. Ask what you might do instead during non-examples. 
 
Examples: 

x Push someone away from the sink 
x Wait quietly with hands at sides 



x Play with the soap for a long time 
x Take only to the count of 5 at the water fountain 

 
 
Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students based on key behaviors of 
rules, or use older students to role-play appropriate examples of the skill. 
Following each role-play, review the rule with the students. 
(“Was he/she BEING COOPERATIVE? How did you know?”) 
 
 
 
Assignments: 
 
“Today we talked about BEING COOPERATIVE in the hallways and 
restrooms. At the end of the day I will ask you to tell me how you were 
BEING COOPERATIVE today.” 
 



Map Testing Behaviors 
Lesson Plan 

Be Cooperative 
 

Objective:  Students will be able to describe orally and in written form what it looks like 
to cooperate on the MAP Test.  The students will demonstrate the testing behaviors of 
completing all answers to the best of their ability in the test booklet, only ask for help 
when completely stuck, accepting no for an answer from the teacher. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  Divide the class into four groups.  Give each group a large piece of 
poster paper.  Provide the prompt that we will be writing down ways that we cooperate in 
class with each other and with teachers.  Have students divide the poster into two sections 
what it looks like to cooperate in class with students and what it looks like to cooperate 
with teachers.  Allow students to write down their ideas and brainstorm until they have at 
least 10 ideas down. 
 
Modeling:  Collect students’ poster board and post them on the board.  Have groups 
prioritize their top three for cooperating with students and with teachers.  Circle the group 
answers on the poster board.  Explain how these behaviors will look for MAP testing.  
Make sure you have prioritized completing work, raising you hand and asking for help, 
and accepting no for an answer.  Have students brainstorm in their group how these 
behaviors of being cooperative will look on the MAP test.  Explain that some important 
ways to be cooperative during the MAP test will be completing all test questions to the 
best of your ability.  

1.) Completing Answers to the Best of Your Ability. Put a sample of a released item 
on the overhead.   Give each student a copy.  Break down or task-analyze the 
steps it takes to get a solution.  Remember to include:  read the whole question, 
underline valuable information in the question, begin the answer in the box 
provided, show all work, and write completed answer on line provided.  

2.) Asking for Help When Stuck.  Next, talk about how students gain teacher help 
when stuck on work, have students demonstrate by raising hand and waiting 
quietly to be called on.  Have students brainstorm orally the ways a teacher gives 
help.  You are looking for replies such as:  reading to the students, spelling words 
for, working sample problems, scribing for students.  Explain from the examiner 
booklet provided by the MAP test that this kind of help is against the test rules.  
Explain to students that the only help that can be provided is stated by the rules of 
the test.  

3.) Accepting No for an Answer. Tell students the same behavior of raising your 
hand and waiting quietly to be called on still applies but some questions can not 
be answered.  Students will have to accept no for an answer to some questions.  
Provide students with test taking strategies such as skipping the question and 
going back to it later, or answering what you know.  Provide a list of questions 
that under the MAP testing book that you can answer.  Post list for students. 

 
Check for Understanding/ Guided Practice:  Give a MAP released item question to 
each student.  Have students practice previously learned behaviors of being responsible 



by getting out a pencil, respectful behavior by clearing off the desk, keeping body quiet, 
and staying seated.  Allow students to work through prompt with you, remembering to 
complete answers with their best abilities, ask students what is the important information 
is in the question, what would they underline, where would they show their work and 
where does the answer go.  Ask students to explain what they should do if they have a 
question.  Have several students model what it looks like to ask a question.  Have several 
students demonstrate questions that can be answered by a teacher.  
 
Independent Practice:  Provide the four groups with another sheet of poster board.  
Have students make a group poster of what it looks like to be cooperative during the 
MAP test.  Provide the big ideas of completing answers to the best of your ability, asking 
for help when stuck, and accepting no for an answer.  Students will provide the bullets or 
details of what those things look like during MAP testing.  Check to make sure they have 
the details discussed during modeling phase, if students need details have them go back 
and fill them in.  Have each group orally present their poster to the class. 
 
Closure:  After all students have presented their poster to the class, hang posters around 
classroom and ask questions on what being cooperative looks like during the MAP test, 
as students answer and provide details, check off the correct answers, if not all answers 
are given, provided future lesson on cooperation until all details are understood.  
 





Jackson Park High Fives Program 
 

Being Respectful  Setting: Assemblies 
 

Skill and Critical Rule: 
Today we are going to discuss ways to be respectful at our Jackson Park 
Assemblies.  What are some ways to be respectful at an assembly?  Ask 
students to define respect.   
Some examples: 

x Sit quietly on bottom; legs crossed 
x Be attentive 
x Face front 
x Keep eyes on speaker/program 

 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
 
 
 
Demonstration: 
I am going to show you some ways to be respectful and some ways to be 
DISrespectful at assemblies.  Watch me and see if you can tell if I am being 
respectful.   
After each example, ask the students if it was being respectful. 
 
Role Plays: 
 



 
Jackson Park High Five Program 

 
 

Setting:  Bus 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about the ways to BE RESPECTFUL of 
yourself in the gym and on the bus.” 
 
“What are some ways we can BE RESPECTFUL of yourself in the gym and 
on the bus?” 
 
Ask students to define what BEING RESPECTFUL means.  Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (e.g. if they want to be nice, ask for 
examples of being nice that equate to observable skills such as taking turns, 
asking someone to play, etc.) 
 
There are several ways to BE RESPECTFUL of yourself.  For example, we 
can: 

x Walk into the gym. 
x Sit quietly in a designated line, single file. 
x Face forward. 
x Wait for your bus number to be called before standing. 
x Follow the adult supervisor in line to your bus. 

 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
Demonstration and Role Play: 
Demonstrations: 
“I am going to show you some ways to BE RESPECTFUL of yourself and 
some ways to BE disrespectful.  I want you to watch me and see if you can 
tell if I am BEING respectful of myself/yourself.” 
 
After each example ask the students if you were BEING RESPECTFUL of 
yourself.  Ask what you might do instead during non-examples. 
 
Role Play: 



x Run, push, and yell while coming into the gym. 
x Face forward while sitting single file in the gym line. 
x Stand near the line while swinging my backpack. 
x Walk in the line behind the teacher until I reach my bus. 

Run to my bus when I hear the bus number called. 
  



Area: CAFETERIA 
 
 

I Am Respectful 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  Sam really wants to get chicken nuggets.  He knows he ordered a 
sub so he takes that. 
 
Non Example:  Judy continues to talk when the teacher has asked for her 
attention. 
 
Example: When the principal asks for the students to lower their voices, Mrs. 
B’s class does so right away. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Role-play standing in line, moving to tables and table manners. 

 
2. Review table basics. 

 
3. Practice saying polite words to the cafeteria workers. 

 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Compare / contrast eating and table manners at home vs school vs 
restaurant. 

 
2. Refer to body basics as important ways to show respect. 

 
3. Practice handling difficult situations. 

 
 





Jackson Park High Five Program 
 

Setting:  Hallway 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to BE RESPECTFUL of yourself in 
the hallway.” 
 
“What are some ways we can BE RESPECTFUL of ourselves in the 
hallway?” 
 
Ask students to define what BEING RESPECTFUL means.  Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (e.g. if they want to be nice, ask for 
examples of being nice that equate to observable skills such as taking turns, 
asking someone to play, etc.) 
 
There are several ways to BE RESPECTFUL of ourselves.  For example, we 
can: 

x Walk down the hallway instead of running. 
x Move purposefully down the hallway toward your destination. 
x Move quietly down the hallway. 

 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
Demonstration and Role Play: 
Demonstrations: 
“I am going to show you some ways to BE RESPECTFUL of yourself and 
some ways to BE disrespectful.  I want you to watch me and see if you can 
tell if I am BEING respectful of myself/yourself.” 
 
After each example ask the students if you were BEING RESPECTFUL of 
yourself.  Ask what you might do instead during non-examples. 
 
Role Play: 

x Walking with my hands all over the hallway displays. 
x Staying in line to the right. 
x Talking loudly when the teacher has asked you to remain quiet. 

Stopping every few feet and pulling on hallway displays. 



 
 



Hallway Lesson Plans 
Respectful 

 
 
Objective:  Students will be able to demonstrate and describe orally appropriate voice 
volume for the hallways at passing time. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  Review the different types of voice volumes that are appropriate for 
the building. Brainstorm the types of voices that are used in a school day and in what 
settings these voices are used in.  Write student responses on white board. 
 
Modeling/Guided Practice:  Using the ideas gained from the brainstorming, the teacher 
will write settings on the board. For example, you can write library.  You will explain the 
three different types of voice by modeling a loud outdoor voice, conversational-response 
voice and soft voice.  Give several non-examples of what the library voice does not look 
like, such as:  yelling to a student in the back of the room, engaging someone in a 
conversation and laughing loudly.  Have several students give examples of what an 
appropriate tone for the library looks like.  Take into consideration both voice volume 
and proximity.  Write several more settings on the board and repeat modeling steps.  Save 
hallway for final location to practice.  Model what appropriate hallway voice looks like 
and how you can gain someone’s attention using a conversational voice, how to talk in a 
group and have an appropriate conversation in the hallway. 
 
Check for Understanding/Independent Practice:  Divide the classroom into groups of 
four or five.  Allow students to choose their own group if appropriate.  Tell the students 
we are focusing in on hallway behaviors because the volume has been too loud during 
passing time and we will be looking for and rewarding (through JBD dollars) students 
who are using appropriate volume in the hallway.  Give students a targeted hallway 
behavior such as getting someone’s attention from far away, having a hallway 
conversation,  talking to a group of friends.  Assign each group of students one of the 
targeted hallway behaviors and explain that if you are not comfortable acting you will be 
part of the crowd in the hallway.  Have student act in a 1-2 minute skit on what gaining 
someone’s attention from far away, having a hallway conversation, talking to a group of 
friends should look and sound like.  Have students give one piece of positive feedback.  
The teacher may elicit response by asking, “What did the group do that looked and 
sounded correct?”  Have students practice only doing the behavior the right way, no non-
examples. 
 
Closure:  After all students have presented their skit, review the key principles that were 
practiced.  Ask the students if they have any questions or comments.  Remind students 
that appropriate voice level for the hallway is a conversational tone.  Model again what it 
looks like to gain someone’s attention by walking over to the person, to wait your turn to 
talk in groups and not talk at the same time or over one another, and to have a quiet 
conversation with a friend without loud laughter.  Remind students that you are looking 
for this behavior in the hallways and they will be rewarded through the JBD dollars.   





Map Testing Behaviors  
Lesson Plan 

BE RESPECTFUL 
 

 
Objective:  Students will be able to orally describe and scribe respectful MAP testing 
behaviors including: keeping body and objects quiet, staying seated, raising hand without 
verbalization for assistance. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  Teachers will brainstorm on the white board what good test taking 
behaviors look like from student response.  (Students should practice raising hand and 
waiting quietly during brainstorm to reinforce testing behaviors.  As student wait 
patiently verbally praise students by saying, “Lisa, thank you for waiting quietly, what do 
you think good testing behavior looks like.”)  If you do not get the behaviors mentioned 
in this lesson, drop hints to foster student thinking.  Narrow down list to the top three, 
keeping body and objects quiet, staying seated, raising hand without verbalization.  Have 
students copy these four objectives on a piece of notebook paper that has been quad- 
folded horizontally. 
 
Modeling:  Begin lesson after students have written the top four on their quad-fold paper.  
Explain that testing behaviors are different than classroom behaviors.  Use both 
classroom examples which become the non-examples, and examples that are the test 
taking behavior.  Show the students how each of these behaviors are different during 
MAP testing.  Have students note on paper what appropriate MAP testing behaviors look 
like. 

1. Keeping body quiet. (Demonstrate Appropriate Actions for Class and MAP) In 
class, it is okay to ask a neighbor for a piece of paper, what page are we on, or for 
a pencil.  During MAP testing I may not talk to my neighbor for any reason.  
Pencils and paper will be provided, and I will write on the board the pages you are 
to complete.  Can anyone think of another reason to talk to a neighbor?  Elicit 
student response by having students raise their hands and wait to be called on 
reinforce with positive comments.  Give reasons why that question to their 
neighbor would not be appropriate during MAP testing.  Talk about giving 
everyone the same opportunity to have a quiet environment and to do their best 
work.  Students should write, stay quiet and avoid talking to neighbors. 

2. Keeping objects quiet. (Demonstrate Appropriate Action for Class and MAP) In 
class it is okay to turn pages and sometimes tap pencils or feet quietly.  During 
MAP testing it is important to turn pages gently and quietly.  The pages of the 
MAP book are thinner than, and not as heavy as a text book, they can easily rip 
and you will have to write your work over.  Pencil tapping and feet tapping will 
be much louder since the room is so quiet; so we will need quiet feet and hands.  
Be sure to have students be completely quiet and tap feet and pencil.  Have 
students hum and tap feet and pencil so they understand the difference in 
environments.  Explain to students privately who are more prone to tap they may 
have a stress release ball during testing.  Have students practice during class using 



the stress ball instead of tapping before the MAP test starts.  Students should 
write, quiet pencils, gentle page turning, quiet feet and hands. 

3. Staying seated.  (Demonstrate Appropriate Action for Class and MAP) In class 
when I am done speaking it is okay to sharpen pencils, throw away trash, or 
borrow from a neighbor.  During MAP testing it is important to stay in your seat 
until I tell you the test has ended.  Demonstrate with a quiet class how noisy the 
pencil sharpener and throwing away trash is.  Explain the new routine of 
sharpening pencils in the morning, (at least two) and placing trash on the floor 
under your seat until the test has ended. Students should write, remain seated 
until test has ended. 

4. Raising hand without verbalization. (Demonstrate Appropriate Action for Class 
and MAP)  In class, if you need to get my attention, you raise your hand and wait 
quietly.  If my back is turned or if I am working at my computer you may say Ms. 
or Mr. _____________ to get my attention.  During MAP testing you have the 
same expectation to sit quietly and raise your hand to get my attention.  I will be 
circling around the room so there will be no reason to say my name.  We will 
need complete quiet so you must wait patiently until I finish with one student and 
then I will come to you.  (Model working with one student and have another 
student raise their hand and wait patiently until finished with the first student.) 
Students should write, raise hand without saying teacher’s name. 

 
Check for Understanding/ Guided Practice 
 The teacher will ask the students to raise their hand thumbs up for agreement, thumbs 
down for disagreement on what MAP test taking behaviors look like.  Put yourself in the 
middle of the classroom and act out the strategies in each of the four areas.  Use both 
examples of what is acceptable in class and what is acceptable for the MAP, make sure 
the students understand the difference by looking at their thumb after you have completed 
your act. 
 
Independent Practice 
Students will use their notes taken during the demonstration to write a five sentence 
paragraph on what it means to respectful during MAP testing.  Let them use their notes to 
construct a sentence about each of the four areas:  keeping body quiet, keeping objects 
quiet, staying seated, and raising hand without verbalization.  Provide a topic sentence if 
students are stuck or review the appropriate MAP behaviors orally before students begin 
their writing task. 
 
Closure 
Read several student paragraphs to the class, ask individual students to identify the 
behaviors that show respect during the MAP test.  Follow up questions may be why is 
that a respectful thing to do during testing. 



Rough Draft   -  Being Respectful Lesson Plans 
Jackson Park High Five Program 

 
 

Setting:  Playground 
 
Skill and Critical Rule:  How to be respectful on the playground  
“Today we are going to talk about ways to be respectful on the 
playground.  What are some ways to be respectful?”   
 
Shape student responses into observable behaviors (e.g. if they say to be 
nice, ask for examples of being nice that equate to observable skills such 
as asking someone to play, taking  
turns…) 
 
Here are several ways to be respectful on the playground that can be 
added to the list generated by the children, if necessary.  For example: 

x Make up your own mind about right/wrong 
x Choose an appropriate activity over an inappropriate activity 
x Wait in line patiently 
x Give everyone the right to play 
x Share equipment 
x Be a good sport 
x Be responsible for using playground equipment safely 
x Keep the playground free of litter 
x Follow the directions of the adult supervisors 
x Stay within the assigned area 
x Line up as soon as the signal is given 

 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations:  I am going to show you some ways of being respectful 
and some ways of being disrespectful on the playground.  I want you to 
watch and tell if I am being respectful or disrespectful.  Then you will 
get a turn to demonstrate as well. 
Role Plays:   

1. Climbing up the slide/sliding down the slide 
2. Lining up when the whistle is blown/continuing to play when the 

whistle is blown 



3. Throwing rocks 
4. Taking turns with jump rope, ball, or equipment 
5. Snatching rope or ball 
6. Following the rules of a game/cheating 
7. Waiting patiently in line for a turn/pushing children out of your 

way 
8. Telling someone s/he can’t play/accepting a request to play 
9. Inviting someone who seems lonely to play 
10. Following the directions of the adult supervisors the first time 
11. Running through a game being played by other students 
12. Staying in/leaving the assigned area 
13. Bringing in/leaving out the ball or jump rope you took outside 
14. Dropping trash on the playground/picking up trash someone else 

has dropped     
15. Climbing up the slide/sliding down the slide 
16. Lining up when the whistle is blown/continuing to play when the 

whistle is blown 
17. Throwing rocks 
18. Taking turns with jump rope, ball, or equipment 
19. Snatching rope or ball 
20. Following the rules of a game/cheating 
21. Waiting patiently in line for a turn/pushing children out of your 

way 
22. Telling someone s/he can’t play/accepting a request to play 
23. Inviting someone who seems lonely to play 
24. Following the directions of the adult supervisors the first time 
25. Running through a game being played by other students 
26. Staying in/leaving the assigned area 
27. Bringing in/leaving out the ball or jump rope you took outside 
28. Dropping trash on the playground/picking up trash someone else 

has dropped   
   
 
Assignments: 
Review the key behaviors periodically throughout the year.  It is not 
necessary to list every behavior or role-play each situation every time.    
Use your professional judgment in deciding how many examples are 
covered in one sitting.     
 
 



 



Respectful, Peaceful, Cooperative 
Responding Appropriately to Teasing from Peers  

 
Rationale:  Responding to teasing from peers in an appropriate manner demonstrates the use of 
the school-wide expectations of being respectful, peaceful and cooperative.  Students should 
consider the appropriate way to handle teasing, and how teasing makes them feel.  Why they 
think sometimes people like to tease others? What did you do when you were teased?  What are 
some ways you can respond to being teased?  Ask for student responses to these questions to 
engage students in a discussion before beginning the lesson. 
 
Skill Steps: 

1.) Decide if you are being teased. 
2.) Try to understand why you are being teased. 
3.) Choose a strategy such as:  ignoring, making a joke, complimenting or changing the 

subject, to get the teaser to stop. 
4.) Use the strategy you choose. 
5.) Evaluate how the teaser reacted. 
6.) If the teasing does not stop, walk away. 

 
Teaching Examples: 
 
Example:  Students will practice the skill of responding to teasing using the skill steps to change 
the subject while being teased.  The teacher will model a situation in the hallway.  She will ask 
for a student volunteer who does not mind being teased, and has the understanding that the 
teacher is acting to teach a social skill.  The teacher will approach the student, and begin to make 
fun of their outfit.  The teacher will stop after the teasing has been done and ask for student 
responses of how the student could handle the teasing.  The teacher will write the students’ ideas 
on the board.   The teacher will reverse the role and become the person who has been teased.  
The teacher will model handling teasing appropriately by using the skill of making a joke and 
making a compliment to deter the teasing. 
 
Non-Example:  The teacher will team up with another adult in the role play how not to respond 
to teasing.  The two adults will take on the roles of the teaser, and the person being teased.  The 
teachers will act out a situation in gym class where one student can not do a push-up.  The other 
teacher will tease the student and the teacher who can not do the push-up will respond 
inappropriately by yelling, and pushing the person who is teasing.  The teachers will then ask the 
students what could have been done besides the pushing and yelling.   
 
Example:  The teachers will use the same role play from gym class and demonstrate the correct 
way to handle teasing by ignoring and making a joke.  Students will be asked to define the skill, 
tell why the skill of responding appropriately to teasing is important, orally give strategies they 
can use to avoid conflicts with teasers, and practice using a student activity. 
 
Suggested Student Activity: Students will make a list of teasing and in what situations children 
frequently get teased in school.  Students will also construct a list of “good natured” teasing and 
how it is different from hurtful teasing.   Students will work in teams to write down ways to 
avoid conflicts over teasing situations.  Each group will share ideas of “good natured” teasing, 
and how to avoid a conflict when being teased. 



Jackson Park High Five Program 
 

Being Peaceful   Setting: Assemblies 
 

Skill and Critical Rule: 
Today we are going to discuss ways to be peaceful at our Jackson Park 
assemblies. 
What are some ways to be peaceful at an assembly?  Ask students to define 
the meaning of peaceful.   
Some examples: 

x Use the school-wide peace sign for silence as the speaker/program 
begins. 

x Wait patiently for program to begin. 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play 
 
 
 
 

Demonstrations: 
I am going to show you some ways to be peaceful at assemblies.  Watch me 
and see if you can tell if I am being peaceful. 
After each example, ask the students if it was being peaceful. 
 
Role Plays: 
 
 
 
Assignments: 
 

Jackson Park Hive Five Program 
 
 

Being Peaceful      Setting: Classroom 
 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
Today we are going to talk about ways to be peaceful in the classroom.  
What are some ways we can be peaceful in the classroom?  Ask students to 



define what being peaceful means.  Shape their responses in observable 
behaviors. 
 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
There are ways to be peaceful in the classroom.  For example: 

x Use inside voice 
x Raising your hand before speaking 
x Take turns  
x Be cooperative 
x Be courteous 
x Lining up quietly when leaving the room 

 
Demonstrations: 

Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students can 
identify. 

 
Role Plays: 
Practice using inside voices during a small group discussion (6inch 
voiceÆonly the person 6 inches from you should be able to hear) 
 
Assignments: 
Discuss and practice ways to take turns and decide who could go first (rock, 
paper, scissors hand game).  Demonstrate and play. 
Practice lining up quietly (peacefully) in the classroom (mouths closed, 
hands to side) 
 



Jackson Park High Five Program 
Setting:  Bus 

 
Skill and Critical Rule:  How to be peaceful on the bus  “Today we are 
going to talk about ways to be peaceful on the bus.  What are some ways 
to be peaceful?”   
 
Shape student responses into observable behaviors (e.g. if they say to be 
“nice”, ask for examples of being nice that equate to observable skills 
such as waiting patiently to board). 
 
Here are several ways to be peaceful on the bus that can be added to the 
list generated by the children, if necessary.  For example: 

x Use quiet voices 
x Do not argue 
x Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself 
x Use polite phrases such as, “Please move over.” 

 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations:  I am going to show you some ways of being peaceful 
and some ways of not being peaceful on the bus.  I want you to watch 
and tell if I am being peaceful or not.  Then you will get a turn to 
demonstrate as well. 
 
Role Plays: 

1. “Hurry up!” 
2. “Thank you for leaving room for my backpack.” 
3. Keeping hands in lap/reaching over the seat to tag someone 
4. Ask the person next to you what his/her plans are when he/she 

gets home. 
  

 
Assignments: 

Review the key behaviors periodically throughout the year.  It is not 
necessary to list every behavior or role-play each situation every time.    
Use your professional judgment in deciding how many examples are 

covered in one  
 



Jackson Park High Five Program 
 
 

Setting:  Cafeteria 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to Be PEACEFUL in the 
Cafeteria.” 
 
What are some ways we can BE PEACEFUL in the Cafeteria? 
 
Ask students to define what BEING PEACEFUL means.  Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (e.g. if they say to be “nice”, ask for 
examples of being peaceful that equate to observable skills such as solving 
problems, using non-insulting language,  . . .). 
 
There are several ways to BE PEACEFUL.  For example, we can: 
 

x Use inside voices 
x Remain seated at the table 
x Wait quietly for the class to be called to get into line 

 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
  
I am going to show you some way to BE PEACEFUL and some ways to 
BE NONPEACEFUL.  I want you to watch me and see if you can tell if I 
am BEING PEACEFUL.  After each example, ask the students if you were 
BEING PEACEFUL.  Ask what you might do instead during non-
examples. 
 
Examples: 

x Shouting at someone across the cafeteria 
x Waiting in line to pay for lunch  
x Grabbing someone elses food 



x Letting someone sit down where you wanted to sit 
x  
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
x ________________________________________________________

_______ 
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
 
 
 
 

Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students based on key behaviors of 
rule, or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of the 
skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review with all students. 
 
Was he/she BEING PEACEFUL 
How do you know? 
 
Review and Test 
 
Today we talked about BEING PEACEFUL in the cafeteria.  As you can 
see, there are lots of ways to BE PEACEFUL in the cafeteria. 
 
Ask students to identify key behaviors to BEING PEACEFUL. 
 
Assignments: 
 
“Today we will be watching you to see if you are BEING PEACEFUL in 
the cafeteria.  At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what you did to 
BE PEACEFUL.” 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 
 



Jackson Park Hive Five Program 
 
 

Setting: Hallways 
 
Skill and Critical Rule:   “Today we are going to discuss ways to be 
peaceful in the hallways.  What are some ways we can do that?”  Answers 
will vary, but may include walking quietly with hands at one’s side, entering 
the classroom quietly, and walking by other classrooms without disturbing 
them. 
 
 
 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations:  “Today we are going to talk about being peaceful in the 
hallways. Why is it important for us to do that?”  
    Teacher can demonstrate the difference between peaceful and disruptive 
hallway behaviors by pantomiming them for students.  
 
Role Plays: Ask for volunteers to show other ways to be peaceful while in 
the hallway.  Afterwards, take the entire class for a short walk down the hall 
discussing and demonstrating the correct way to be peaceful. 
 
Assignments: Students are to illustrate ways of being peaceful in the 
hallway by drawing a short comic strip showing students correctly walking 
down a school hallway. Students may include dialogue bubbles. (These 
would make a great display for a bulletin board 
 Younger students may simply draw one frame of the comic with a short sentence 
“caption” underneath. 
 
 
 



Jackson Park High Five Program 
 
 

Setting:  Playground 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to Be PEACEFULL on the 
Playground.” 
 
What are some ways we can BE PEACEFUL on the Playground? 
 
Ask students to define what BEING PEACEFUL means.  Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (e.g. if they say to be “nice”, ask for 
examples of being peaceful that equate to observable skills such as solving 
problems, using non-insulting language,  . . .). 
 
There are several ways to BE PEACEFUL.  For example, we can: 
 

x Problem solve conflicts 
x Return from the playground quietly 

 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
  
I am going to show you some way to BE PEACEFUL and some ways to 
BE NONPEACEFUL.  I want you to watch me and see if you can tell if I 
am BEING PEACEFUL.  After each example, ask the students if you were 
BEING PEACEFUL.  Ask what you might do instead during non-
examples. 
 
Examples: 

x Taking turns with the basketball 
x Following game rules 
x Shouting at someone 
x Shoving during a game of tag 



x Using problem solving skills to settle a disagreement 
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
x ________________________________________________________

_______ 
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
 
 
 
 

Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students based on key behaviors of 
rule, or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of the 
skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review with all students. 
 
Was he/she BEING PEACEFUL 
How do you know? 
 
Review and Test 
 
Today we talked about BEING PEACEFUL  on the playground.  As you 
can see, there are lots of ways to BE PEACEFUL on the playground. 
 
Ask students to identify key behaviors to BEING PEACEFUL. 
 
Assignments: 
 
“Today we will be watching you to see if you are BEING PEACEFUL on 
the playground.  At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what you did 
to BE PEACEFUL.” 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 
 
 







Jackson Park High Five Program 
 
 

Setting:  Bathroom 
 
Skill and Critical Rule: 
 
“Today we are going to talk about ways to Be PEACEFUL in the 
Bathroom.” 
 
What are some ways we can BE PEACEFUL in the Bathroom? 
 
Ask students to define what BEING PEACEFUL means.  Shape their 
responses into observable behaviors (e.g. if they say to be “nice”, ask for 
examples of being peaceful that equate to observable skills such as solving 
problems, using non-insulting language,  . . .). 
 
There are several ways to BE PEACEFUL.  For example, we can: 
 

x Use inside voices 
x Report any problems to your teacher 
x Returning to your classroom or line quietly 

Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify. 
 
Demonstrate and Role Play: 
 
Demonstrations: 
  
I am going to show you some way to BE PEACEFUL and some ways to 
BE NONPEACEFUL.  I want you to watch me and see if you can tell if I 
am BEING PEACEFUL.  After each example, ask the students if you were 
BEING PEACEFUL.  Ask what you might do instead during non-
examples. 
 
Examples: 

x Shouting at someone in the bathroom 
x Quiety waiting for bathroom stall  
x Pushing a student out of the way to use the sink 
x Letting someone go ahead of you if they have an emergency 



x  
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
x ________________________________________________________

_______ 
x ________________________________________________________

______ 
 
 
 
 

Role Plays: 
 
Set up a few practice sessions with your students based on key behaviors of 
rule, or use older students to role-play APPROPRIATE examples of the 
skill. 
 
Following each role-play, review with all students. 
 
Was he/she BEING PEACEFUL 
How do you know? 
 
Review and Test 
 
Today we talked about BEING PEACEFUL in the bathroom.  As you can 
see, there are lots of ways to BE PEACEFUL in the bathroom. 
 
Ask students to identify key behaviors to BEING PEACEFUL. 
 
Assignments: 
 
“Today we will be watching you to see if you are BEING PEACEFUL in 
the bathroom.  At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what you did 
to BE PEACEFUL.” 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 
 



Expectation: I Am Responsible 
 
 

Skill Name: Accept Outcomes of My Behavior 
 

Context: Classroom 
Teaching Examples 

Example:  The teacher marks Alonzo’s planner for talking.  Alonzo takes the 
planner back, and sits down quietly. 
 
Non Example:  Melissa gets a ‘D’ on her spelling test.  She throws the paper 
on the floor and tells everyone that the test was stupid anyway. 
 
Example: Cherice does not remember that it is Papa John’s Pizza Day.  She 
decides to eat her turkey sandwich and writes on her school calendar the next 
pizza day. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Discuss how accepting outcomes of your behavior effects the opinion 

other people have of you. 
 

2. Practice how to make daily planners with events other than homework. 
 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Students share examples of how they saw someone gracefully accept an 
outcome of their behavior. 

 
2. Students make a classroom poster of all the benefits of accepting 

outcomes. 

 



Area: BATHROOM 
 
 

I Am Responsible 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  When Sandy washes her hands, the water splashes the wall.  She 
cleans it up before going back to class. 
 
Non Example:  Sam drops several paper towels on the floor when pulling one 
out to dry his hands.  He walks off and leaves them. 
 
Example: Tom notices a puddle of water on the sink.  He tells his teacher so 
no one will slip. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Make a chart of situations that need cleaning up in the bathroom. 

 
2. Discuss situations in the bathroom that may need to be reported. 

 
3. Discuss the custodian’s job.  Examine how leaving or making a mess 

on purpose impacts his/her job. 
 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Provide opportunity and time for students to clean up after themselves. 
 
2. Discuss why things have a place (i.e. trash in trash can, not in toilet). 

 

 



Area: CAFETERIA 
 

I Am Responsible 
 

Take care of myself and do my job 
 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  Sam has his lunch token ready to show the cafeteria workers. 
 
Non Example:  Charles leaves his trash from his lunch box on the table. 
 
Example: The teacher calls for your attention.  You immediately stop talking 
and look toward him/her to get the message. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Discuss cafeteria rules and why we have them. 

 
2. Sign up to work in the cafeteria one day. 

 
3. List “What do I need to do to get ready for the lunchroom?” 

 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Brainstorm ways being responsible is helpful to the cafeteria workers. 
 

2. Have students put away classroom items carefully on a daily basis and 
keep their desks clean. 

 



Expectation: I Am Responsible 
 
 

Skill Name: Accept Outcomes of My Behavior 
 

Context: Classroom 
Teaching Examples 

Example:  The teacher marks Alonzo’s planner for talking.  Alonzo takes the 
planner back, and sits down quietly. 
 
Non Example:  Melissa gets a ‘D’ on her spelling test.  She throws the paper 
on the floor and tells everyone that the test was stupid anyway. 
 
Example: Cherice does not remember that it is Papa John’s Pizza Day.  She 
decides to eat her turkey sandwich and writes on her school calendar the next 
pizza day. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Discuss how accepting outcomes of your behavior effects the opinion 

other people have of you. 
 

2. Practice how to make daily planners with events other than homework. 
 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Students share examples of how they saw someone gracefully accept an 
outcome of their behavior. 

 
2. Students make a classroom poster of all the benefits of accepting 

outcomes. 

 



Expectation: I Am Responsible 
 
 

Skill Name: Following the Rules 
 

Context: Classroom 
Teaching Examples 

Example:  The students all push in their chairs before lining up. 
 
Non Example:  While the teacher answers the telephone, several students 
begin talking and laughing loudly. 
 
Example: While the teacher is teaching a lesson, the students are listening and 
not working on other work. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Make a list of classroom rules. 

 
2. Role-play situations of students following classroom rules. 

 
3. Discuss what could happen if everyone decided to not follow the rules. 

 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Have students share situations in society where following the rules is 
necessary. 

 
2. Have students share situations when not following the rules has “back 

fired.” 
 

3. Create individual “classroom rules” posters. 
 

 



PBIS Lesson Plan Early Childhood, Pre-school, Kindergarten 
Good Listening Bodies (Take Care of Yourself, Respectful, Cooperative) 

Week #1 
Setting:   
 
Skill and Critical Rule: “Today we are going to talk about Good Listening Bodies.  
Using Good Listening Bodies is respectful and cooperative and it shows that your are 
taking care of yourself. 
Display the Good Listening Bodies Poster or create your own poster of your students 
displaying the desired behavior. 
 
What are some ways we can show good listening bodies? 
What is a good listening body? 
Shape student responses into observable behaviors.   
 
Steps: (Describing what good listening looks and sounds like) 
 

1. Look at the speaker 
2. Sit crisscross applesauce  
3. Keep hands to yourself 
4. Silence please while the teacher is talking 

  
 
Rationale:  There are several different times we can use good listening bodies: 
When to use it:  Circle time, sitting on the floor for morning opening, when the teacher is 
reading a story 
Why use it:  To learn, to be cooperative, so I am on-task, so everyone can hear the 
teacher, to stay out of trouble 
 
Review above key behaviors and any other skills the students identify 
 
Demonstration and Role Playing 
 
Demonstrations: 
 
I am going to show you some ways to have good listening bodies.  Watch to see if you 
can tell if I’m using a good listening body. 
 
After the puppet role play, ask students if they observed the behavior.  Ask what they 
might do instead during non-examples. 
 
TEACHING EXAMPLES: 

x Let students practice sitting on the floor for circle time and teach each step 
individually  make a chart and put pictures under what it should look like, words 
under what it should sound like, and feelings for how students feel when they are 
able to learn and listen well 

x  Let the helper of the day review the steps with a magic wand PRIOR to each 
lesson that requires a good listening body 
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PBIS Lesson Plan Early Childhood, Pre-school, Kindergarten 
Good Listening Bodies (Take Care of Yourself, Respectful, Cooperative) 
x Use puppets to role play how students should look! 

 
NON-EXAMPLES:  
Explain to children that this would be when you are looking around the room, have your 
legs kicking other children, touching others, and talking during the lesson** 
 
 
Following each role-play above, review with all students and elicit performance feedback 
from those not involved in role play.  Was he/she using a good listening body?  How do 
you know? 
 
 
**If you choose to use role-playing, remember that students may only model positive 
behaviors.  Teacher should always model negative behaviors.   
 
 
REVIEW and TEST 

x Read the book Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear? 
x Prior to starting the book, pre-correct the expected behavior (show good listening 

body picture and steps).  
x Ask the children if the animals are using their good listening ears in the story. 
x During the lesson:  Provide students, who are displaying the steps, with yes 

tickets or good listening body tickets.   
x Have a drawing after the lesson to reinforce this behavior. 
x After the lesson:  close the lesson by reviewing the poster/steps of a good 

listening body 
x Today we talked about Good Listening Bodies in the classroom, music, etc. 

As you can see there are many times everyone can use good listening bodies 
 
Ask students to identify keys behaviors/setps of critical skill 
 
Homework: Cue Use 
Remind children that you will be looking for this skill in other subjects, music class, field 
trips, assemblies, other places in the building where they have to sit on the floor/listen.  
 
Today, I will be watching/asking other teachers to see if you are using good listening 
bodies in the classroom.  At the end of the day, I will ask you to tell me what you did to  
have a good listening body…. 
 
What should you do today? 
What am I going to ask you? 
 
 
Adapted from: 
Paulson, L. H. & van den Pol, R.  (1998). Good talking words: A social communication skills program for 
preschool and kindergarten classes. Longmont, CO: Sopris West.   
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Be Safe & Be Responsible & Be Kind 
Good Looking Lines in the Hallway 

Elementary 
 

Rationale: 
When to use the skill: When walking in the halls to move from class to class. 
 
Why to use the skill: To avoid unnecessary contact with others (touching, pushing, stepping on 
feet) which will get me in trouble with teachers and family, to keep noise levels down so that 
learning can continue in classrooms, to make transitions smooth and efficient so that 
instructional time isn’t lost. 
 
Skill Steps: (Post in halls and on classroom doors so that teachers can pre-correct/prompt prior 
to leaving the room). 
Take digital pictures if needed to post as an additional visual. 
 
1. Keep hands to your side 
2. Face forward 
3. Mouth is closed 
4. Leave space when walking 
 
Teaching Examples:  
Take the class out to the hallway to model for them what it looks and sounds like to follow the 4 
steps above. 
 
Role Play: Provide students an opportunity to practice walking in a line in groups of 4 (the rest of 
the class looks to see if correct). They hold up a green/yes card for yes or a red/no card for no to 
give peer feedback. 
 
Non Examples: Teacher could show what it doesn’t look like (hands on wall, looking behind, 
talking, etc.) Ask students which steps are missing in this example. 
 
Reinforcement (Teacher Routines):  
Students receive PBIS tickets from all staff members in the building for following the line 
routine throughout the day. Teacher prompts/cues targeted skill when misbehavior occurs to 
shape desired behaviors (show me what a good looking line looks like….) 
 
Review and Test: 
Today we learned/reviewed what a good looking line looks like. Where can you try to use this 
skill? (On the way to gym class, lunch, recess, music, in the morning, or at dismissal each day) 
What are the 4 steps? 
 
Homework: Draw a picture of a good looking line (Elem.) 
OR write out the routine for walking in the halls (Inter.) 
 
*Create a video of your class walking in a good looking line.  Broadcast your video school-wide! 



School-Wide Expectations:  Be Responsible 
Southview School, Special School District 

 
Skill: Ignoring Peer Distractions 

Rationale: 
When to use the skill: 
-when another student is yelling, throwing books, kicking the desk, or rolling on the 
floor,  
Why to use the skill: 
-So I can continue to learn and listen, so that I don’t end up in CI, I want to finish 
my work so that I can attend community field trips. 
 
Skill Steps:  
Post skill steps on front board and on student desks to provide cues and prompts. 
Skill steps need to be explicitly taught (i.e., what does each step look/sound like?).  
Digital pictures can be used as additional visual supports. 
1.  Ignore-look the other way  

a) Do not join in with inappropriate behavior 
2.  Stay in seat  
3.  Keep working/listening to the teacher 
 
Teaching Examples: 
Explicitly model each skill step including your metacognition. 
Then each student role plays an example based on their needs (the rest of the class 
watches to see if the student is displaying all steps correctly). They hold up a 
green/yes card for yes or a red/no card for no to give peer feedback and remain on-
task during the lesson. 
Scenario-student is rolling on floor during lesson, student throws books, 
 
Non Examples:  
Teacher acts like a student and throws books and others in the class gets out of seat 
and joins in the screaming.  Discuss why this is not a good example. 
 
Reinforcement:  
Students receive tickets during the lesson and throughout the day for ignoring peer 
distractions. Teacher prompts/cues the expected behavior. 
Cue Use: 
Today we learned/reviewed how to ignore peer distractions. Where can you try to 
use this skill? 
When a student starts to display inappropriate behaviors, pre-correct the skills that 
were taught.  Please show me…. 
 
Homework: 
 Use verification sheets for parents to reinforce & review the skills at home 



IGNORING PEER DISTRACTIONS 
 
1. Ignore-look the other way           
 (Do not join in on yelling, throwing, or rolling 
on the floor.)                
         

  
2. Stay in seat 

                                                                                              
 
3. Keep working/listening to the teacher 

                                             
 
 
 



Area: PLAYGROUND 
 

I Am Responsible 
 

Keep Track of Belongings/Equipment 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  After recess, the class gathers up all the play equipment and puts it 
away. 
 
Non Example:  Tina is in a hurry to play.  She leaves her coat on the cafeteria 
floor. 
 
Example: Joe sees a ball on the playground from another class.  He thinks 
about giving it a kick, but leaves it alone as it is not his. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. What belongs where and why? 

 
2. Have students name other places where property needs to be respected 

(i.e. all kinds of stores, public buildings, the homes of other people, 
etc.) 

 
3. Make a collage of items/item names in the appropriate places. 

 
After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Have a spot in your room for certain things.  Label the spot(s) as 
appropriate. 

 
2. Talk about different ways to organize things. 

 
 



School:  Mc Nair Elementary School                        
District: Hazelwood School District 
School-Wide Expectations: Be Safe, Be Responsible, Be Kind 
 
Skill:                                       Line Basics   
                                  
Rationale: 
When to use the skill: (Ask students, “When do we need to use line basics?”) When 
walking in the halls to move from class to class. 
 
Why to use the skill: (Ask students, “Why do we need to use line basics?”) To avoid 
unnecessary contact with others (touching, pushing, stepping on feet) which will get 
me in trouble with teachers and family, to keep noise levels down so that learning 
can continue in classrooms, to make transitions smooth and efficient so that 
instructional time isn’t lost, to earn paws and tickets for great hall behavior! 
 
Skill Steps:  
(Post in halls and on classroom doors so that teachers can pre-correct/prompt prior 
to leaving the room each time). 
Skill steps must be taught to students- what does each step look/sound like? Take 
digital pictures if needed to post as an additional visual. 

1. Square up- on, in front, and behind      

2. Face forward                                    
 

3. Hands to side or behind                      

4. Level “0” voice- NO TALKING        
Demonstration: 



Teaching Examples: Take the class out to the hallway to model for them what it 
looks like to follow line basics. Also practice lining up in your classroom. Have a few 
students volunteer to model line basics with the teacher. 
 
Role Play: Provide students an opportunity to practice walking in a line in groups of 
4 (the rest of the class looks to see if correct). They hold up a green/yes card for yes 
or a red/no card for no to give peer feedback. 
 
Non Examples: Teacher could show what it doesn’t look like (hands on wall, looking 
behind, talking, etc..) Ask students which steps are missing in this example. Only 
teachers model non-examples! 
 
Reinforcement (Teacher Routines): Students receive PBIS tickets (individual and 
group tickets) from staff members in the building for following the line routine 
throughout the day. Teacher prompts/cues targeted skill when misbehavior occurs 
to shape desired behaviors (show me line basics….excellent job! I knew you could 
do it!) 
 
Review and Test: 
Today we learned/reviewed line basics. Where can you try to use this skill? On the 
way to gym class, lunch, recess, music, in the morning, or at dismissal each day. 
 
Homework:  
Draw a picture of a good looking line (Elem.) 
OR write out the line basics (Inter.) 
Post these pictures in the halls for all students to see!  You may even want to frame a 
few exceptional pictures and hang them next to your hall signs.   
 
More Ideas: 
*Create a video of your class walking in a good looking line.  Broadcast your video 
school-wide! *Make signs for grades K-3 – Take a digital picture of your class in 
line. Type up the 4 line basics and insert the picture for a visual.  Make a copy of the 
sign and tape it on a paint stick.  The line leader holds up the sign while walking in 
line to remind the class of how they should be walking.  *Re-teach the area they are 
still struggling in. *Wear the line basics key ring on your lanyard as a visual 
reminder to prompt/cue students to engage in the desired behavior- what should 
you be doing, show me, do you need help, let’s practice the routine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Johnson. M., PBIS Coach, Special School District of St. Louis County, PBIS 2008 



(Post on classroom door to pre-correct before leaving the room) 
 
 

 

 LINE BASICS 
 

 

1. Square up- on, in front, and behind                 
 
 

2. Face forward                                           
 
 
 
 

3. Hands to side or behind                                  
 
 
 

4. Level “0” voice- NO TALKING                               
 



Map Testing Behaviors 
Lesson Plan 

Be Responsible 
 

Objective:  Students will be able to orally describe and physically demonstrate 
responsible MAP testing behaviors including:  brining pencil and eraser, working in 
designated area of MAP booklet, bringing quiet deskwork to complete when finished 
with MAP test. 
 
Anticipatory Set: Use classroom expectations as a starting point in this lesson.  Have 
students give an example of what it is to be responsible by saying, “One of the school 
wide expectations is to be responsible what does it look like to be responsible in this 
classroom?”  Write down student responses on the white board.  Practice the skill of 
having students quietly raise their hands and wait to be called on to reinforce the 
‘respectful’ test taking strategies. Have students form a T-chart on a piece of notebook 
paper.  One side of the T should be labeled non-test days and the other side MAP test.  
Students will write in responses from brainstorm on the non-testing side.  After 
brainstorming what it looks like to be responsible in class, help students narrow the 
responses to the top three including:  bringing supplies to class, completing assignments 
accurately, bring quiet deskwork to complete when class work is finished.   
 
Modeling:  After students have completed the non-testing side of the T-chart and 
narrowed the top three responsible behaviors, the teacher will demonstrate what the 
behaviors of bringing supplies to class, completing assignments accurately, and bringing 
quiet deskwork to complete when work is finished will look like with the MAP test. 
 

1. Bringing necessary supplies -  Use the example in class that when you come to 
class and you are prepared you may have your binder, planner, text book, colored 
pens or pencils, rulers ect.. Explain to student the day of the map test they will 
need two sharpened pencil, eraser (calculator when needed).  Model and 
demonstrate that bringing your binder and other supplies takes up too much space 
and can lead to distractions for yourself and others.  Show how things could fall 
off desk and distract and how others might be interested in your colorful binder 
and their mind can zone off of the MAP test.  Explain to students that 
manipulatives and scrap paper will be provided, show examples of those items.  
Explain you need a comfortable working environment when taking the test and 
enough room on your desk top to open the MAP test booklet.  Model how the test 
booklet, scrap paper, and manipulatives are enough supplies on the desk. 
Students should write on t-chart bring two sharpened pencils, eraser, 
(calculator). 

2. Completing Assignments Accurately- Use the classroom example that completing 
assignments accurately in class includes the proper heading, title of assignment 
and all problems completed to the best of your ability.  Use a sample released 
item from the MAP test on an overhead transparency to explain to students that 
the heading is not needed in the MAP test.  Model and explain the use of the text 
box, how your work needs to stay inside the box and your final answer goes on 



the line. Students should write on t-chart no heading, write inside text box, 
write final answer on line. 

3. Bring Quiet Deskwork-Model your own interpretation of quiet desk work.  Is that 
a novel, a drawing sheet, a mind teaser or head down resting.  Model that quiet 
deskwork does not mean bringing extra text books, binders, or notebooks.  Model 
how when finished with the MAP test you quietly close your text book, place 
pencil at top of desk and raise your hand for the teacher to collect your book, then 
while the teacher is standing by your desk choose one of the approved designated 
quiet work tasks and begin.  You may want to include that the teacher will wait by 
the desk until the quiet activity is taken out. Students should write what you 
determine are appropriate quiet deskwork materials. 

 
Check for Understanding/ Guided Practice: Using the T-chart have students fill in the 
side of what being responsible looks like when taking the MAP test.  You are looking for 
the responses which are in bold text such as: bringing pencils, eraser (and calculator) 
only, using the text box and putting the answer on the line without a heading, and having 
an approved activity to work on after the test.  When students have completed their T-
chart, pass out a copy of a released item from the MAP test.  Practice responsible testing 
behaviors by having students clear their desk of only the prompt, pencil, eraser, 
(calculator if needed), guide students through the questions show them how and where to 
show their work, show them how to put their final answer on the line provided, remind 
them not to waste time writing a heading at the top of the page, after you have completed 
prompt have students practice shutting their book, ( in this situation have students turn 
sheet over) place pencil at the top of the desk and raise hand and sit quietly.  Model 
teacher behavior as you walk around and wait to see what activity they will work on to 
reinforce student behavior. 
 
Independent Practice:  Students will get out all supplies that they brought with them to 
class and place items on top of desks.  The teacher will instruct students that they are 
going to do a released item from the MAP test and they need to use responsible testing 
behaviors.  Wait and witness if students completely clear their desks except for pencils 
and erasers (calculators).  Pass out the released MAP item, check to make sure students 
have not put a heading, have shown their work in the box, and answer on line provided.  
Make sure they flip paper over and put pencil at top of the desk and raise their hand when 
finished.  Ask the students during practice what quiet activity they would work on next to 
make sure it is appropriate. 
 
Closure:  Have several students volunteer to verbally explain their t-charts and the steps 
needed to be a responsible MAP test taker.     
 
   



Expectation: I Am Respectful 
 
 

Skill Name: Respect All Property 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  Roger climbs to the top of the slide using the stairs and slides down 
using the slide (instead of the opposite). 
 
Non Example:  Lucy finds Linus’ kickball at the end of recess.  She kicks it 
away toward the soccer field and lines up to go inside. 
 
Example: You use a jump rope during recess and you return it to its place 
when you are finished. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Students make a chart of pieces of property, their proper uses, and the 

proper place to return them when they are finished using them. 
 

2. Each student pretends to be a piece of property and writes or draws 
how they want to be treated and respected. 

 
After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Students share examples of when they treated equipment with respect. 
 

2. Students discuss why it’s important to put things away after using 
them. 

 
3. Students respect all property in the classroom by putting it all in the 

proper place. 
 

 



Expectation: I Am Responsible 
 
 

Skill Name: Demonstrate Self-Control 
 

Context: Classroom 
Teaching Examples 

Example:  Carolyn is stuck on a word while reading aloud.  The class waits 
patiently for her to sound it out. 
 
Non Example:  Kyle gets very upset while waiting for his turn to take the AR 
quiz on the computer. 
 
Example: The students are patiently waiting for their cupcakes while Robert 
passes out his birthday treat. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Create a comic/cartoon showing self-control being demonstrated. 

 
2. Using loud music to represent a disruptive class, role-play Student C’s 

positive choice to continue working. 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Have students share examples of how they have demonstrated self-
control today. 

 
2. Have students share situations/examples of places where self-control is 

expected/difficult/necessary. 
 

3. Have a cooperative discussion with a Character Plus Pal class, sharing 
places and times when self-control is important. 

 
 



Area: PLAYGROUND 
 

I Am Responsible 
 

Solve Problems Positively 
 

Teaching Examples 
Example:  Mary sees her best friends, Sue and Tom, acting inappropriately.  
She decides to go over to the slide with other students instead. 
 
Non Example:  George gets angry during the game.  He throws the ball to the 
other side of the blacktop. 
 
Example: Mrs. V’s classroom ball is missing.  One of her students asks 
another teacher to borrow one for the day. 
 

Kid Activity 
1. How do you handle things when your friends are doing something you 

know is wrong?  You don’t want to join in, but they want you to. 
 

2. Choices and Consequences Activity.  Let others choose sometimes. 
 

3. Your class is working towards a treat and you’ve said they could 
choose.  How can they come to an agreement on what? 

 
After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Incorporate lessons where differences of opinion are encouraged. 
 
2. Incorporate varying ways of decision-making into your classroom. 

 
3. Discuss advantages of avoiding trouble. 

 
 



Expectation: I Am Responsible 
 
 

Skill Name: Taking Care of Myself 
 

Context: Classroom 
Teaching Examples 

Example:  When Tatiana enters in the morning, she turns in her homework, 
and sharpens her pencil right away. 
 
Non Example:  Becky yells out in the middle of Social Studies that Jake is 
playing with his pencil. 
 
Example: Kaci notices that several students are talking in line.  She decides to 
stand quietly and wait for the teacher to address the talking students. 
 
 

Kid Activity 
1. Groups of two or three students create a poster stating and illustrating 

examples of “I Take Care of My Own Business.” 
 

2. Students write or talk about two or three negative things that could 
happen if you don’t take care of yourself. 

 
 

After the Lesson 
(During the Day) 

1. Have students share situations/examples of times in the classroom 
where taking care of yourself is expected/difficult/necessary. 

 
2. Have students share examples of how they have been taking care of 

themselves today. 

 



Map Testing Behaviors  
Lesson Plan 
Play it Safe 

 
Objective:  Students will be able to identify four behaviors outside of school that will 
lead to a safe and successful MAP testing experience.  These behaviors include:  getting 
plenty of rest before the test, eating breakfast, dressing comfortably, being on time for 
school. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  The teacher will begin the lesson by asking the question of students 
“What do you do at home that makes you successful at school?”  The teacher can provide 
personal things he or she does in order to get the brainstorming session started.  The 
teacher will write student responses on the whiteboard.  Have students raise their hands 
and wait to be called on in order to practice being respectful.  You are looking for student 
responses such as getting enough sleep, eating well, exercising (releasing energy), 
dressing comfortably, following rules at home. 
 
Modeling:  When you are finished brainstorming, and have collected at least 10-15 
student generated ideas add in the stipulation what you can do at home to get ready for 
the MAP test.  Have students raise their hand and wait to be called on and circle the ideas 
that are already on the board, have the students give an oral reason why it is important to 
do the task at home in order to be ready for the MAP test.  Next, narrow down the ideas 
to the top four important things to do at home before the MAP test.  This may include:  
getting enough sleep, eating well, dressing comfortably, arrive on time for school. 
 
Check for Understanding/Guided Practice:   Using your own personal (teacher) 
routine at home, construct a paragraph on the whiteboard with student input of the 
reasons on why your personal routine makes you a successful teacher.  Start with the 
topic sentence, “I play it safe at home so that I can be a successful teacher.  I try to get 7-
8 hours of sleep because_______.  Have students fill in the reasons as you write them in 
complete sentences on the board.  Continue guided practice by having students complete 
the paragraph with the remaining points and student generated reasons. 
 
Independent Practice:  Using the four points of: getting plenty of rest before the test, eat 
breakfast, dress comfortably, be on time to school, let the students develop their own 
paragraph on why it is important to play it safe before the test.  Provide students with a 
topic sentence if they are struggling and have them format their paragraph like the guided 
practice example on the board.  Students may also construct a drawing for each point if 
time allows. 
 
Closure:  After students have completed their paragraph writing, have students present 
their ideas to one another in small groups or have a few students present their ideas orally 
to the class.  Explain MAP testing schedule, have students write the dates and time in 
planners with a reminder the night before to go to bed early.  Jot down a reminder for 
MAP testing days to eat a healthy breakfast.   



Map Testing Behaviors 
Lesson Plan 

Be Cooperative 
 

Objective:  Students will be able to describe orally and in written form what it looks like 
to cooperate on the MAP Test.  The students will demonstrate the testing behaviors of 
completing all answers to the best of their ability in the test booklet, only ask for help 
when completely stuck, accepting no for an answer from the teacher. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  Divide the class into four groups.  Give each group a large piece of 
poster paper.  Provide the prompt that we will be writing down ways that we cooperate in 
class with each other and with teachers.  Have students divide the poster into two sections 
what it looks like to cooperate in class with students and what it looks like to cooperate 
with teachers.  Allow students to write down their ideas and brainstorm until they have at 
least 10 ideas down. 
 
Modeling:  Collect students’ poster board and post them on the board.  Have groups 
prioritize their top three for cooperating with students and with teachers.  Circle the group 
answers on the poster board.  Explain how these behaviors will look for MAP testing.  
Make sure you have prioritized completing work, raising you hand and asking for help, 
and accepting no for an answer.  Have students brainstorm in their group how these 
behaviors of being cooperative will look on the MAP test.  Explain that some important 
ways to be cooperative during the MAP test will be completing all test questions to the 
best of your ability.  

1.) Completing Answers to the Best of Your Ability. Put a sample of a released item 
on the overhead.   Give each student a copy.  Break down or task-analyze the 
steps it takes to get a solution.  Remember to include:  read the whole question, 
underline valuable information in the question, begin the answer in the box 
provided, show all work, and write completed answer on line provided.  

2.) Asking for Help When Stuck.  Next, talk about how students gain teacher help 
when stuck on work, have students demonstrate by raising hand and waiting 
quietly to be called on.  Have students brainstorm orally the ways a teacher gives 
help.  You are looking for replies such as:  reading to the students, spelling words 
for, working sample problems, scribing for students.  Explain from the examiner 
booklet provided by the MAP test that this kind of help is against the test rules.  
Explain to students that the only help that can be provided is stated by the rules of 
the test.  

3.) Accepting No for an Answer. Tell students the same behavior of raising your 
hand and waiting quietly to be called on still applies but some questions can not 
be answered.  Students will have to accept no for an answer to some questions.  
Provide students with test taking strategies such as skipping the question and 
going back to it later, or answering what you know.  Provide a list of questions 
that under the MAP testing book that you can answer.  Post list for students. 

 
Check for Understanding/ Guided Practice:  Give a MAP released item question to 
each student.  Have students practice previously learned behaviors of being responsible 



by getting out a pencil, respectful behavior by clearing off the desk, keeping body quiet, 
and staying seated.  Allow students to work through prompt with you, remembering to 
complete answers with their best abilities, ask students what is the important information 
is in the question, what would they underline, where would they show their work and 
where does the answer go.  Ask students to explain what they should do if they have a 
question.  Have several students model what it looks like to ask a question.  Have several 
students demonstrate questions that can be answered by a teacher.  
 
Independent Practice:  Provide the four groups with another sheet of poster board.  
Have students make a group poster of what it looks like to be cooperative during the 
MAP test.  Provide the big ideas of completing answers to the best of your ability, asking 
for help when stuck, and accepting no for an answer.  Students will provide the bullets or 
details of what those things look like during MAP testing.  Check to make sure they have 
the details discussed during modeling phase, if students need details have them go back 
and fill them in.  Have each group orally present their poster to the class. 
 
Closure:  After all students have presented their poster to the class, hang posters around 
classroom and ask questions on what being cooperative looks like during the MAP test, 
as students answer and provide details, check off the correct answers, if not all answers 
are given, provided future lesson on cooperation until all details are understood.  
 



Map Testing Behaviors  
Lesson Plan 

BE RESPECTFUL 
 

 
Objective:  Students will be able to orally describe and scribe respectful MAP testing 
behaviors including: keeping body and objects quiet, staying seated, raising hand without 
verbalization for assistance. 
 
Anticipatory Set:  Teachers will brainstorm on the white board what good test taking 
behaviors look like from student response.  (Students should practice raising hand and 
waiting quietly during brainstorm to reinforce testing behaviors.  As student wait 
patiently verbally praise students by saying, “Lisa, thank you for waiting quietly, what do 
you think good testing behavior looks like.”)  If you do not get the behaviors mentioned 
in this lesson, drop hints to foster student thinking.  Narrow down list to the top three, 
keeping body and objects quiet, staying seated, raising hand without verbalization.  Have 
students copy these four objectives on a piece of notebook paper that has been quad- 
folded horizontally. 
 
Modeling:  Begin lesson after students have written the top four on their quad-fold paper.  
Explain that testing behaviors are different than classroom behaviors.  Use both 
classroom examples which become the non-examples, and examples that are the test 
taking behavior.  Show the students how each of these behaviors are different during 
MAP testing.  Have students note on paper what appropriate MAP testing behaviors look 
like. 

1. Keeping body quiet. (Demonstrate Appropriate Actions for Class and MAP) In 
class, it is okay to ask a neighbor for a piece of paper, what page are we on, or for 
a pencil.  During MAP testing I may not talk to my neighbor for any reason.  
Pencils and paper will be provided, and I will write on the board the pages you are 
to complete.  Can anyone think of another reason to talk to a neighbor?  Elicit 
student response by having students raise their hands and wait to be called on 
reinforce with positive comments.  Give reasons why that question to their 
neighbor would not be appropriate during MAP testing.  Talk about giving 
everyone the same opportunity to have a quiet environment and to do their best 
work.  Students should write, stay quiet and avoid talking to neighbors. 

2. Keeping objects quiet. (Demonstrate Appropriate Action for Class and MAP) In 
class it is okay to turn pages and sometimes tap pencils or feet quietly.  During 
MAP testing it is important to turn pages gently and quietly.  The pages of the 
MAP book are thinner than, and not as heavy as a text book, they can easily rip 
and you will have to write your work over.  Pencil tapping and feet tapping will 
be much louder since the room is so quiet; so we will need quiet feet and hands.  
Be sure to have students be completely quiet and tap feet and pencil.  Have 
students hum and tap feet and pencil so they understand the difference in 
environments.  Explain to students privately who are more prone to tap they may 
have a stress release ball during testing.  Have students practice during class using 



the stress ball instead of tapping before the MAP test starts.  Students should 
write, quiet pencils, gentle page turning, quiet feet and hands. 

3. Staying seated.  (Demonstrate Appropriate Action for Class and MAP) In class 
when I am done speaking it is okay to sharpen pencils, throw away trash, or 
borrow from a neighbor.  During MAP testing it is important to stay in your seat 
until I tell you the test has ended.  Demonstrate with a quiet class how noisy the 
pencil sharpener and throwing away trash is.  Explain the new routine of 
sharpening pencils in the morning, (at least two) and placing trash on the floor 
under your seat until the test has ended. Students should write, remain seated 
until test has ended. 

4. Raising hand without verbalization. (Demonstrate Appropriate Action for Class 
and MAP)  In class, if you need to get my attention, you raise your hand and wait 
quietly.  If my back is turned or if I am working at my computer you may say Ms. 
or Mr. _____________ to get my attention.  During MAP testing you have the 
same expectation to sit quietly and raise your hand to get my attention.  I will be 
circling around the room so there will be no reason to say my name.  We will 
need complete quiet so you must wait patiently until I finish with one student and 
then I will come to you.  (Model working with one student and have another 
student raise their hand and wait patiently until finished with the first student.) 
Students should write, raise hand without saying teacher’s name. 

 
Check for Understanding/ Guided Practice 
 The teacher will ask the students to raise their hand thumbs up for agreement, thumbs 
down for disagreement on what MAP test taking behaviors look like.  Put yourself in the 
middle of the classroom and act out the strategies in each of the four areas.  Use both 
examples of what is acceptable in class and what is acceptable for the MAP, make sure 
the students understand the difference by looking at their thumb after you have completed 
your act. 
 
Independent Practice 
Students will use their notes taken during the demonstration to write a five sentence 
paragraph on what it means to respectful during MAP testing.  Let them use their notes to 
construct a sentence about each of the four areas:  keeping body quiet, keeping objects 
quiet, staying seated, and raising hand without verbalization.  Provide a topic sentence if 
students are stuck or review the appropriate MAP behaviors orally before students begin 
their writing task. 
 
Closure 
Read several student paragraphs to the class, ask individual students to identify the 
behaviors that show respect during the MAP test.  Follow up questions may be why is 
that a respectful thing to do during testing. 



Map Testing Behaviors 
Lesson Plan 

Be Responsible 
 

Objective:  Students will be able to orally describe and physically demonstrate 
responsible MAP testing behaviors including:  brining pencil and eraser, working in 
designated area of MAP booklet, bringing quiet deskwork to complete when finished 
with MAP test. 
 
Anticipatory Set: Use classroom expectations as a starting point in this lesson.  Have 
students give an example of what it is to be responsible by saying, “One of the school 
wide expectations is to be responsible what does it look like to be responsible in this 
classroom?”  Write down student responses on the white board.  Practice the skill of 
having students quietly raise their hands and wait to be called on to reinforce the 
‘respectful’ test taking strategies. Have students form a T-chart on a piece of notebook 
paper.  One side of the T should be labeled non-test days and the other side MAP test.  
Students will write in responses from brainstorm on the non-testing side.  After 
brainstorming what it looks like to be responsible in class, help students narrow the 
responses to the top three including:  bringing supplies to class, completing assignments 
accurately, bring quiet deskwork to complete when class work is finished.   
 
Modeling:  After students have completed the non-testing side of the T-chart and 
narrowed the top three responsible behaviors, the teacher will demonstrate what the 
behaviors of bringing supplies to class, completing assignments accurately, and bringing 
quiet deskwork to complete when work is finished will look like with the MAP test. 
 

1. Bringing necessary supplies -  Use the example in class that when you come to 
class and you are prepared you may have your binder, planner, text book, colored 
pens or pencils, rulers ect.. Explain to student the day of the map test they will 
need two sharpened pencil, eraser (calculator when needed).  Model and 
demonstrate that bringing your binder and other supplies takes up too much space 
and can lead to distractions for yourself and others.  Show how things could fall 
off desk and distract and how others might be interested in your colorful binder 
and their mind can zone off of the MAP test.  Explain to students that 
manipulatives and scrap paper will be provided, show examples of those items.  
Explain you need a comfortable working environment when taking the test and 
enough room on your desk top to open the MAP test booklet.  Model how the test 
booklet, scrap paper, and manipulatives are enough supplies on the desk. 
Students should write on t-chart bring two sharpened pencils, eraser, 
(calculator). 

2. Completing Assignments Accurately- Use the classroom example that completing 
assignments accurately in class includes the proper heading, title of assignment 
and all problems completed to the best of your ability.  Use a sample released 
item from the MAP test on an overhead transparency to explain to students that 
the heading is not needed in the MAP test.  Model and explain the use of the text 
box, how your work needs to stay inside the box and your final answer goes on 



the line. Students should write on t-chart no heading, write inside text box, 
write final answer on line. 

3. Bring Quiet Deskwork-Model your own interpretation of quiet desk work.  Is that 
a novel, a drawing sheet, a mind teaser or head down resting.  Model that quiet 
deskwork does not mean bringing extra text books, binders, or notebooks.  Model 
how when finished with the MAP test you quietly close your text book, place 
pencil at top of desk and raise your hand for the teacher to collect your book, then 
while the teacher is standing by your desk choose one of the approved designated 
quiet work tasks and begin.  You may want to include that the teacher will wait by 
the desk until the quiet activity is taken out. Students should write what you 
determine are appropriate quiet deskwork materials. 

 
Check for Understanding/ Guided Practice: Using the T-chart have students fill in the 
side of what being responsible looks like when taking the MAP test.  You are looking for 
the responses which are in bold text such as: bringing pencils, eraser (and calculator) 
only, using the text box and putting the answer on the line without a heading, and having 
an approved activity to work on after the test.  When students have completed their T-
chart, pass out a copy of a released item from the MAP test.  Practice responsible testing 
behaviors by having students clear their desk of only the prompt, pencil, eraser, 
(calculator if needed), guide students through the questions show them how and where to 
show their work, show them how to put their final answer on the line provided, remind 
them not to waste time writing a heading at the top of the page, after you have completed 
prompt have students practice shutting their book, ( in this situation have students turn 
sheet over) place pencil at the top of the desk and raise hand and sit quietly.  Model 
teacher behavior as you walk around and wait to see what activity they will work on to 
reinforce student behavior. 
 
Independent Practice:  Students will get out all supplies that they brought with them to 
class and place items on top of desks.  The teacher will instruct students that they are 
going to do a released item from the MAP test and they need to use responsible testing 
behaviors.  Wait and witness if students completely clear their desks except for pencils 
and erasers (calculators).  Pass out the released MAP item, check to make sure students 
have not put a heading, have shown their work in the box, and answer on line provided.  
Make sure they flip paper over and put pencil at top of the desk and raise their hand when 
finished.  Ask the students during practice what quiet activity they would work on next to 
make sure it is appropriate. 
 
Closure:  Have several students volunteer to verbally explain their t-charts and the steps 
needed to be a responsible MAP test taker.     
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